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DOUBLE BILL IN
SOFTBALL IS SET
FOR TONIGHT,7:30
Red

Heads TVA School)

Wings, Nigh School,
Murray Camp Will
Play in Games

PROCEEDS TO TO HIGH
SCHOOL ATHLETICS
With Murray's townspeople bitbug, a double bill of classy softball
bug, a double bill at class softball
games will be presented in the
high school stadium tonight, starting at 7:30, with all the benefits
derived going to the high school
athletic fund.
In the first game, Murray High
School will go, up against the
Murray Red Wings, who will be
on the comeback trail after dropping a 6-0 game in the city championship finals Monday night to
the Young Men's Business Club.
The finale will be a "grudge
game" affair when the NYA baseball team shifts to soaqball to
play the NYA softball faam, inMurray
champion of
tramural
loop.
softball
summer
State's
Much interest in this game has
brought this about, with both
teams making rash promises and
bets.
The Red Wings will pitch West
against either Patters& or.Irwin,
with Juett behind the bat. Hot.
land will have Kingins in charge
of the mask.
Monday night's game was a personal triumph for Heron West who
was given a shut-out by Boody
Rusaelasasensational driving catch
in the sixth inning. The Young
Business Men's Club got only two
hits, but coupled with errors and
ten bases on balls issued by Erwin was enough to take the Red
Wings. Each team gut two hits
each.

On

Lancasters
Vacation

In

HOMER A. LASSITER
Horner
A. Lassiter, pictured
above, is principal aof the TVA
school
at
Gilbertsv ale
which
opened for its second year Monday.
Lassiter, a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gardie Lassiter, of New Concord,
formerly was
principal at both
Kirksey and Alma. At present he
end Mrs. Lassiter, with his sons,
Bobby and Tommy, are residing in
Hardin. He received his Bachelor's degree from Murray State
College, and got his master's degree from the Univers,ity of Kentucky this past summer.
Miss Lola Belle Beale, of Alma,
is also employed in the TVA school
system, teaching at Gilbertsville.

MRS. W. B. FAIN,90,
NEAR MURRAY
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S. SWAPS'OLD'
Lenning Held In Graves County U.DESTROYERS
FOR
According To Reports Circulating NAVAL, AIR BASES

HIGH SCHOOL TO Young Democrats Toy
ENROLL SEPT. 12 To Meet Friday
The Young Democrats Club of
Filbeck Announces Plans For the Calloway County will hold its
ReglatratIon of Students from
meeting in the Courthouse, Friday
September 12-16
night, September 6, at 7:30, accordRegistration for Murray High ing to an announcement made by
School will begin Thursday -morn As-- H. Keppertid, high official of
ing September- 12, at 8:30 with the the club.
enrolling of all students in the
"It' is important that all Young
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades,
of Calloway County atEdd Fillaeck, principal, revealed Democrats
tend this meeting," Kopperud said,
this week.
presidential
"as the impending
As preliminary gestures to the campaign promises to be a hot
enrolling process, it will be neces- one, and only through clubs such
sary to have a complete faculty as these will there be any active
meeting Tuesday morning at 8:30 organization work for Roosevelt,"
o'clock, Filbeck said.
he said.
The tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
At this time also. officers for the
grades will be registered Friday
morning, September 13, at 8:30, coming year will be elected and
plans for the campaign
detailed
while the first six grades will be
be workenrolled Monday morning, Septem- in Calolway County may
ed out.
ber 16.
A slight increase in enrollment,
especially in the high school will Mrs. Thornton Dies
probably be noted this year.
In Mason Hospital
Members of the faculty personnel for the school includes W. J.
Mrs. Sonoma P. Thornton. 48, of
Caplinger, superintendent; Edd Filbeck, principal; Preston Holland, this county, died in the William
coach. W. B. Moser, biological sci- Mason Memorial Hospital yesterences; Ardath Cannon. chemistry day afternoon of peritonitis, after
and the manual arts; Wilburn an illness of two weeks.
Funeral services will be held
Cavite smathematics; Myra Bagwell, French and English; Hazel this Jetemoon in the Locust Grove
Tarry, English; Lela Cain, com- Baptist Church at 2 o'clock, with
merce; Mary Lassiter, mathematics the Rev. L. V. Henson, of Benand English; Meadow Huie,- his- ton, in charge. Burial will be in
tory; Mrs. Ralph Churchill, home the Old Salem Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Pete Heneconomics; H. K. Inglis, music; W.
P. Russell, assitsant coach and son, Joe Henson, Hill Gardner,
history; Mrs. Tom Rowlett, phy- Irvin Fair, Wavel Outland, and
sical education and attendance of- A. A. Jackson.
She is survived by her husband,
ficer; Mrs. J. B. Wilson, librarian.
Mrs. John Rowlett, art; Lola Conn Thornton; her father, Will
Clayton Beale, sixth grade; Mary Poyner; four sons. Joseph ThornLou Outland, fifth grade; Gracie ton, of Murray, Prentice Thornton
Welk: Jones, fourth grade; Mrs. of Detroit, and Taz and Hubert
Celia Crawford, third grade; Lucy Thornton of this county; to
Lee, second grade; Kathleen Pat- brothers, Paul Poyner, of this
terson, first and second; Margaret county, and Forrest Poyner, of
Memphis; three half-sisters, Mrs.
Graves, first grade.
Helen Rutledge, of Memphis, Mrs.
John Theobald, of this county,
and Mrs. Hontas Holland, of DeHOMEMAKERS I troit;
one half-brother, Leland
Poyner, an dtwo grandchildren.
CLUB NOTES

Trigg

British Pledge Never to Sink

Men Will Be Boys-And a 58
Pound Fish Is The Result
Some say fishing is an art. If
_this statement is aptly put, then
0 B. Farley, George Farmer, and
harles Dickson, pictured above,
ould be on their way as success?
ful artists.
During last Friday night's fishing excursion on the Tennessee

ih

Coach
Says

Ty

Holland

Leads

Revival

Prospects

Are Bright
Twenty-four boys were ready
for the first football practice for
Murray High School's Tigers Monday. with 12 or 15 more due to
start work soon after school starts,
Coach Preston "Ty" Holland said.
With most of the aime this week
to be spent on general conidtioning
work, and the tedious but always
paying job of teaching fundamentals Holland was not planning
while.
quite a
scrimmage for
larom all indications, this year's
Tiger crew wrIl be one of the best
pulled out of the high school cage
in a long time. A good backfield
with replacements, and a durable
but slow line will carry Tiger
hopes for this season.
The Bengals' line this season is'
eeceiving ',tent of coaching from
W. P. "Dub" Russell who is in
tharge of line and scouting duties
this year for the Tigers. Holland's
first game will be against Elkton
in Murray, Friday night, September 20.
Thote out for practice include
the following:
Ends: Saunders, Fair, Parker,
tacekles: Brumley; Crider,
Tomme, Max
Blalock; guards:
Blalock, Denham.
Scott, Nelson
Gibbs; center: Lynn, Miller: backs:
Farmer.
Fenton, Polly,
Cable.
Williams, Boggess, Hamrick, Buchanan, and Joe Parker.

, Aged Resident Succumbs at Home
Stone Homemakers
L. H.Paschall, 78,
of Daughter Early Monday
The Stone Homemakers Club
Morning
met Monday afternoon at 2:00
Dies Near Hazel
o'clock in the home of Mrs. S. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lancasmembers were
Mrs. W. B. Fain, 90, of near Hargis.
Eleven
L. H. (Huse/ Paschall, about 78
ter, and daughter Sandra, are Murray, died at the home Of her present with the addition of t
a . much-needed vacation daughter, Mrs. J. I. Mayfield. of new members. Mrs. Henry Elkins ears of age, died at the home of
aor taking
Mr. and Mrs. John McCullock,
with Mr. Lancaster's parents in Murray Route I, early Monday and Mrs. A. D. Alexander.
three miles southeast "st.Fiazel,
Trigg County this week, and will morning, after a three months illMrs. J A Outland was present Wednesday morning. He is surreturn home this week-end.
and gave an interesting talk on
ness of complications.
vived by four daughters, Mrs. AlLancaster. genial manager of
the organization of a county tuber- fred Crocker; Mrs. John McCulShe
is
survived
by
three
scans,
efficienthas
the Varsity Theatre,
culosis
organization.
T W. Fain, of Murray; and E. C.
loch, Mrs. Galen Marsh
and Mrs.
ly operated the show since it was
Miss Rachel Rowland, home Conway Jackson, two .ns, Charand W. E. Fain,' both of Houston,
opened 1,n February, 193e. Previdemonstration agent, gave a dem- ley and Peyton Pas- al, all of
Mrs.
Tex.;
three
daughters,
.J.
I.
ous to this, he had been in charge
Mayfield. Mrs. Noma Stubblefield, onstration on canning of veget- Henry County, Tenn. His wile
of the Capitol Theatre. At presof ables. The following project lead- died about a year ago.
and
Mrs.
Mavis Radford,
by
work
int, he is assisted in his
Florida.
Nineteen grandchildren, ers were elcted: Food—Mrs. HenWeeks.
Mr. Paschall was a member of
Barney
fifty-two great grandchildren, and ry Hargis and Mrs. W. R. EdLancaster announced that efthe Presbyterian Church at Mill
Tomatoes Fair,
seven great great grandchildren monds; Clothing— Mrs. Henry
Creek
in Henry County.
fective Monday, September 9, that
Elkins.
also survive.
He is also survived by several
the price range for the balcony
The next meeting will be held
'Cochran Says
She was the oldest living mem- September 16, in the home of grandchildren.
would be changed from sixteen
Methodist
Goshen
afternoons,
to
the
ber
of
rents on week-day
Mrs. W. R. Edmonds. *Delicious
. County Agent J. T. Cochran
He gave for Church, having been a member refreshments were served by the
twenty-one cents.
declared this week that although
reason of change the fact that there for 72 years. Funeral ser- hostess.
pric.es ,had been relatively low
allow costs were going up during vices were conducted at Goshen
To Play a, Paris
on the tomato crop this year shipthe added taxation and higher with the Rev. E. H. Lax and Eld.
Pine Bluff Homemakers
ped from Murray, that as a whole
L. H. Pogue in charge.
film costs now prevalent.
The Pine Bluff Homemakers Club
Calloway County „farmers were
Active pallbearers were Herman met Monday afternoon, August 26,
pleased with the results of their
Rogers, A. J. Jones. Dewey Baz- at the home of Mrs. LaVern Bucy.
first trial of shipping tomatoes.
Clarence
MayMock:
sell.
Otis
The subject for the afternoon
Turnout Is Poor
The average on the "top ten"
Mayfield, George and the demonetrption lesson was
field, R. E
producers were $90 an acre, while
For Red Cross Cathey, and Dee Radford. Honor- on the canning of vegetables given
the average for the entire county
ary pallbearers were C. A. Hale, by Mrs. Bucy and Miss /Rachel
was $30.83. Mr. Cochran intimated
Murray ladies are not aiding in Walter Garrison, Ray Buckingham, Rowland,
home
demonstration
that had everyone cared for their
Robertson;
C.
Ray,
A.
T.
agent.
the making of bandages with the Luther
tomatoes as did those farmers gainenthusiasm that was originally ex- Crawford, Tom Bell, Parker HarThe two new officers elected
ing high prices, then the results
pected by Miss Jane Melugin, who rell, Rue Overby, Connie Ford, were: Clothing Leader—Mrs. Maud
would have been much better.
Publicity
Chairman,
is in charge of the Red Cross Carl Hendracks, and Edgar Broach. Champion;
Weather conditions were aunbandage progiam.
Mrs. W. B. Patterson.
favorable to tomatoes this year, as
Five new members were enrolled.
- Originally it had been planned
.
it forced this section to comRete
They are Mrs. F. H. Spiceland,
• for ladies to spend a part of their
with tomatoes grown in the deep
County Agent
Red
doing
in
could,
they
L.
Champion,
Mrs.
time, if
Mrs. M.
W. .B..
South, something that Cochran
Patterson,
Mrs.
Harold
'Oglesby
--:Cross work on the second floor of
Notes
had hoped would not happen.
and Mrs. L. N. Moody.
--the Sexton Building, but so far the.
Plans are already underway to
COCHRAN
By
.1.
T.
resultshave been so poor, that less
Other members present were
have a better and more productive
bandage
than
one-fifth of the
Mrs. Otis Elrdige, Mrs. W. T.
crop of tomatoes in this county
quota to Ise completed in one
The 1940 ACP year ended Aug- Steele, Mrs. Fred Crowley, Mrs.
next summer.
month have been made in three ust 31 and September 1 started the 'Floyd McCage and Mrs. LaVern
weeks.
Bucy.
who
have
1941 ACP year, Farmers
Miss Melugin urged all Murray done soil-building practices since
The .next meeting will be held
Parker's Standard
ladies, regardlesS if they could the supervisor was there and be- at the home of Mrs W. T. Steele,
hours,
to
assist
spend but a few
fore August 31 should report to Monday afternoon. September 23.
Station to Re-Open
them in the making of bandages. the County office at the earliest
Homemakers
Backusburg
opportunity and list them so appliJohnny Parker's improved StanThe
Backusburg
Homemakers
cations can be made out and fordard Service Station on the corwarded for payment. Checks should Club met al' the home of Mrs.
ner of Fourth and Maple will rebe, received at an earlier date this Prince Hughes. Wednesday, AugDEL COURTNEY
open next week after more than
time because of the Program year ust 28. with Mrs. Hughes, siresisix weeks closing for improvedent, in charge.
Furnishing music for the Coro- ments.
closing two months earlier.
A
.annual
demonstration
was
given
on
nation
Ball
of
the
third
Prothe
1941
Septeinber
starts
Attractively painted in red and
gram year and soil-building prac- the canning of vegetables and rnaav Nancy Hall Jubilee at the . Paris white, the new station is most
tices done now will count toward different fall vegetables were can. auditorium next Friday night, Sep- modernly equipped, and will offer
ned.
tember 13, will be Del Courtney expert servicing at low prices.
If you believe in signs—political the 1941 soil-building goal. Cover
The
following
officers
were labovel and his nationally famous
Next week's Ledger aa Times
signs—take the spider writing's ad- crop time is here and every field
elected:
citizenship
chairman,
Mrs.
"Candid
Camera" music. Dancing will carry the official opening ancrop
as
vice at W. S. Bills' residence at should be seeded to cover
leader—
Flossie
clothing
will
start
at
10
p.
m.
and
Gov.
Smith;
Is
hardepleting
crop
the
soon
as
nouncement.
2119 Belmont St., Ashland.
Mrs. Ed Billington; foods leader, Prentice Cooper will crown Queen
The spider started writing early vested. The local A. C. CommitbeauMrs,
B.
H.
1941.
selected
in
a
Hughes
and,
Mrs.
RayNancy
for
have
plans
to
working
on
tee
is
the
late
in
Sunday and finished
mond Stevens.
ty revue previously, at 11:30.
afternoon. He wrote the follow- 47% Triple Superphosphate availThe next meeting will be at
Thousands of Tennesseans and Church of Christ
able this fall for certain cover
ing inscription: "Willkie—USA."
the
school
house
on
Kentuckians are expected to atSeptember_
25.
and
clovers.
grasses
crops,
Re.vrval Will Begin
,The words were plain - and were
tend' the Royalty Revue and CorCounty
Committee and
The
-Vaitnessed by Bills' neighbors,.
Homemakers Schedule
onation Ball at Paris on Friday
all
farmrecommends
that
Agent
At Hazel Sunday
neighboralpointHowever, as one
Taylor's Store—.Tuesday, Septem- night, September 13. which will
ed out, in 1898 during s.ryan's ers start now to earn soil-building
Nancy
ber
10,
at
2:00
o'clock
at
the
climax
.the
third
annual
home
A gospel meeting, with Eld. John
campaign for the Presidency, a units for 1941 and at the asme time
of Mrs. J. D. Rogers.
Hall Jubilee.
B. Hardeman in the role of conwriting spider wrote tile 'word get all croplands seeded to cover
Lynn Grove—Wednesday, SepWith Del Courtney and his fam- ductor of services, will begin at
seedings
and
Early
before
winter.
"Bryan."
tember 11, at 1:30 in Club house. ous "Candid Camera Rythmn" or- the Hazel Church of Christ SunPerhaps thig spider was a Demo- firm seed beds are important to
Palestine—Thursday, September chestra boolaed to supply the dance day at 11 o'clock. it was announced
crat. Perhaps this one is a Re- get good stands.
12, at 2:00 o'clock at home of Mrs. music, a hundred beauty queens today by 011ie Mayer.
Limestone Spreading
publican gone crazy , with Wilikie
0.
W. Clark.
and their attendants will vie for
instructions
received
We have
Afternoon services throughout
- enthusiasm. At any rate, it is
Penny—Friday. September .13. at the title "Qateen Nancy IV" on the week will be held at 3 o'clock;
causing no end of speculation In from the State office indicating
1:80 at home of Mrs. Noah Will- Barton Field at 7:30 p. m.
has
been
de*here
lirnestone
that
with the evening services beginthis vicinity.
The Ball—at which the out-of- ning at 7:0.
livered to the farm on or before iams,
town Queen and a Henry County
August 31, 1940, and cannot adHostess Princims will be crowned
MURRAY CIRCUIT
'
vantageously be
spread before
CENTER RIDGE BAPTIST
acres of Italian
by Gov. Prentice Cooper—will be-' Twenty-eight
producer
SUNDAY
1940,
the
September
I.
OPEN
RIEVIVAL TO
.county farm
The pastor will preach at Mar- gin at 10 o'clock at the City Audi- rye grass on the Bell
will be permitted to spread this
pt 0. G. Roden attracted the atA series of revival meetings will lime as soon as he can advant- tin's Chapel next Sunday mornin several counafilisortney's orchestra, now at tention of farmers
begin at Center Ridge Baptist ageously do so and receive creclit ing at 11 o'clock.
planning te sow
There will be services at New Hotel Claridge in Memphis and ties. Hee.now is
Church secnd Sunday, September under thl 1940 Program, prowLekd
most of his 400-acre farm tb rye
8, at 11 o'clock. The Rev. Joe such spreading is done as soon as Hope next Sunday evening by a known from coast to coast by grass.
phona
mihister.
dancers.
radio
listeners,
and
later
visiting
preaching.
no
event
practicable
and
in
the
lo
will
Fergerson
Let us forsake not the assembl- ograph owners, is rated by music
Old time preaching and singing than October 31, 1940. This limeOne hundred and five Estill
will be enjoyed throughout the stone must be spread before ap- ing of ourselves together on the writers as one of the potential ten
can be Sabbath day to worship the Lord. top band leaders of the 1940-41 county farmers have signed for
for payment
meeting. Churea officials ipvite plication
rural electric service.
season.
H. L. Lax, larstor
signed.
you to attend these services.
County This Week

River, Fawley, Farmer, and Dickson caught a 58 pound channel
cat, besides their 22 pounds of
river catfish. Eighty pounds Taa a
lot of fish for anyone, and a good
night's work, as the three men
who exhibited
their
prizes at
Parker Bros. Garage
Saturday
morning will attest.

Twenty-Four Report For Foot
Ball Practice At High School

Spider Says
It's Willkie
In November

ss.sersesssisseil.

a year elsewhere as
$1.50 the State of Kentucky.
.year to any address
$2.00 other than above.

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
COMPLET1 COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WREN

camps

te differay camps

00 a year In ("slipway
$1.
Marshall. Graves, Hen.
ry and Stewart Counties.

ELD. L. H. POGUE
A revival meeting held by ,he
Church of Christ at Coldwater will
beging Septeanber 5, in a tent on
the church grounds with Eld.
I.: H. Pogue doing the preaching
church officials announced today.
Services will be at 7:45 in the
in
the
evening and 3 o'clock
afternoon on Sunday. C. C. Doran
will lead the song services.

Athletic Set-Up
Is Changed Here
Marshall County Teams to Be in
Second Region; Calloway in
District With Graves
According to information, received from the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association, by
Preston
Holland, Murray High
coach, Calloway County is now in
a district with Sedalia and Farmington
High School of
Graves
County, and in a region with all
high schools in Jackson Purchase
with the exception of Marshall
County, which has been moved into the Second Region across the
river.
The
district tournament
this
year, instead of having the 15
teams from Marshall and Calloway
Counties will consist of Sedalia,
Farminsaon. Lynn Grove, Kirksey, Murray High, Murray Training School, Almo, Hazel, Faxon
and New Concord.

Toy Lenning, about 29, is now
or Give Up the
being held in a -Mayfield jail awaitFleet
ing an exiiiaining trial on a warrant charging him with "aiding and
abetting Tom Bailey in the wilful JACKSON SAYS ACT
murder of C. L. Brown" it was reIS UNCONSTITUTIONAL
vealed by county officials late Wednesday afternoon.
To an accompanying chorus of
Lenning was seized by two of- congressional approval and proiCCPS Saturday afternoon in Mur- test, Presiednt Roosevelt disclosed
ray, on a warrant issued by Judge late Tuesday afternoon that he was
John W. Clopton on August 31, turning over 50 "over-age" deContinuing, the charge read thlit stroyers to Great Britain to bulsince it was considered "unsafe" wark that aountry against the
for Lenning to be held in the Cal- onslaught of Germany.
loway jail, he would be turned over
The United States is to receive.
to Graves County officials for safe,in return, the right to construct
keeping.
a string of outlying naval and
Bailey is now lodged in the Mc- air bases extending from NewCracken County jail until the No- foundland to South America. Their
vember term of court, Judge Ira chief value, so the President said,
Smith having refused bail in the would be in keeping an overseas
trial last Thursday enemy away from America's front
examining
morning.
door.
that
Reliable sources hinted
The State Department also another Charges may be brought to nounced that it had received a
bear on both Lenning and Bailey, British pledge that in no event
but nothing official was learned. would the British fleet be sunk
County osatterney Wells Overbey or scuttled to Germany. If driven
declared that Lenning was being out of European wates, it was
held on a warrant issued by Clop- promised, that the English ships
tcn. Judge Clopton admitted hav- of war would be sent abroad for
ing' issued the warrant Saturday the "defense of other parts of
aiding
with
Lenning
charging
the empire".
Bailey.
The whole transaction, which
as
yet
that
Fox
said
Sherif Ira
Attorney General Jackson ruled did
Lenning had not requested an ex- not require congressional action,
amining trial but that he probably was described by President Roosewould do so soon. He said he velt as "an epochal and far-reachdidn't know the namee of the per- ing act of preparation for coneSOILS who picked Lennina up in nsntal
defense in the face of
Murray and carried him to May- dangers".
field.
The congressional bloc which has
.Those who saw the arrest Satur- supported the President in his
day afternoon described two men, policies of aiding England went on
both strangers in Murray, as walk- record swiftly and enthusiastically
ing up to Lenning and serving the es approving the exchange. But
paper. They rejected. so bystand- with the group that has urged
ers said, a request for Lenning to isolation from the European concarry the car home, or to see his flict it was a different matter. Its
wife.
members denounced the transacThe Graves County sheriff, when tion as an "act of- war" which. some
questioned Tuesday afternoon, said said would entirely justify Adolph
that Sheriff Ira Fox had telephoned Hitler in declaring war on the
him and asked if Lenning were in United States.
jail there. He was quoted as sayThe group who questioned the
ing that "Lenning was in jail on a
constitutionality or power of the
"drunken driving" charge.
Roosevelt act, gave as the reason, a
clause from an act passed by ConCalloway Singers to
gress in 1917:
Convene at Kirksey
The annual Calloway County
singing convention will convene
at the Kirksey High School, Sunday, September 15,..at 10:30 o'clock,
President Rudolph Floavard said
this week.
Plans are being made to have
singers from Dover; Rock Springs,
and Erin. Tenn.; Paducah, Mayfield, Fulton, and all of Calloway
County's duets and quartets on
Kentucky
hand
including the
Quartet, Howard said. Also there
will be a new president elected,
as Howard is going to resign because of other pressing duties he
said.
All Calloway County visitors are
urged to prepare and bring h basket dinner for the visitors throughout this section who will attend.
The time has been set back until
10:30 to allow those who wish to
attend Sunday School and church
a chance to do so.

Murray FFA's
Return Home

"During a war in which the
Untied States is a neutral nation,
it shall be unlawful to send out
of the jurisdiction of the United
States any vessel, built, armed, or
equipped as a vessel of war, or
converted from a private vessel to
a vessel of war, with any intent or
under any agreement or contract,
written or oral, that such a vessel
may be delivered to a' beligerant
nation " . . .
The "over-age" destroyers, Jack.
son said, were clearly 'not built,
armed or equipped with any such
intent or with reasonable clause to
believe that they would ever enter
the service of a beligerant nation.
Wendell L...Willkie, in a prepared
statement from headquarters in
Rushville. Ind.. said. "The Country
will undoubtedly approve of the
administration's trade for destroyers for naval and air bases, but it
is regrettable that President Roosevelt did not deem it necessary to
obtain prior congressional and
public approval."
The naval and air bases to be
acquired by the United States are
in Newfoundland, Bermuda, the
Bahamas, Jamaica, St. Lucia. Antigua, Trinidad, and British Guiana,
the last 'situated on the South
American mainland.

•.41.

,
Murray Training School's chapter of -the Future Farmers of
by Mr.
America. accompanied
Hendricks and Charlie Gibbs. returned
home Friday afternoon
after a week's tour of the BlueAs the tobacco crop continues to
grass section of Kentucky, visiting .ripen, more tobacco stories are
all interesting and historical places floating into the Ledger & Times
along the road.
office, and from all indioatione the
Ryan Honored by
Prof. W. H. Brooks said that he present crop is as good as any in
would take Paul Bailey, Billy the past.
Insurance Company Cahoon, Herman Wicker, and W.
R. E. Kendall, of Murray Route 5,
D. Adams to the State Fair next says that he has one and a half
Charles B. Ryan. Murray rep- week as the school's representa- acres of tobacco, with the largest
Thsentative of the Mutual Benefit tives in the judging contests.
teat being 17x41 inches, however,
Life Insurance Company. who rehe added that plenty of the,-leaves
rcently led all of the Company's
were 45 inches in length.
'KROGER MANAGER.IMPROVES
representatives in a nation-wide,
Ricci Brandon, of Murray Route
summer campaign, is attending a
4, brought a leaf 22x36 inches into
James Jones, popular manager of
of campaign
special conference
the office, and said that his two
leaders on September'5 and 6 at Kroger's No. 1 store in Murray. acres were uniformly like the leaf.
the Company's Home Office in is improving from a strained back In this case, "those who know toNewark. N. Js The trip to the he suffered more -than a week ago bacco best" will prottaly be comHome Office *as awarded to Mr. and will resume his work at the ing to the Murray market for their
Ryan. in recognition of tate out- store soon. it was learned today. weed.
standing performance.
Ray Steele, of Dexter Route 1,
Nine other Mutual Benefit rephas a leaf 40x20 inches, while Ediresentatives, awarded caviller trips,
son Harris brought a leaf into the
WE CONGRATULATE-. office 42x22es inches.
will travel from as far as California and Washington to meet in
Then along comes Alfred AnNewark on the morning of SepMr. and Mrs. Edwin Warren on derson. of 'Stone School section,
tember 5. The first day will be the birth of a 9 3-4 pound son, with a leaf of tobacco 23x34 inches,
devoted to the presentation of William Rodney.
and his amp of 3600 hills yielded
Certificates of Award, introducMr. and Mrs. Vernon Stalls, 680 sticks, all just about like this.
tion of Company officers, luncheon Murray. On the birth of an 8
and a trip to the New York pound 74 ounce son, born August
World's Fair. The second day will 30.
Robertson Will
be given to individual conferences
Mr. and Mrs. Gingles Barnes, of
between the winners and the Com- Murray Route 4, on the birth of
Accept Post As
pany officers.
a seven and a half pound daughter,
State Fair Official
Charles Ryan is a native of Mur- Ruby Jane.
ray and was educated in the MurMr. and Mrs. Kelly Suiter, of
ray public schools. After two 'ears Cherry Street. on the birth of a
L. Robertson, popular Calloway
at Murray„ State College he went nine pound daughter, Beverly Joy, Countian has been made an ofinto business asaa drygoods mer- born September 1.
ficer in the horse show, pavillion
chant. He became a representative
Mr. and Mrs. Chartes Clark. of at the Kentucky State Fair next
of the Mutual Life Insurance Com- Nashville, Tenn., formerly of Mur- week, and will leave this weekpany in April 1938, sand is a mem- ray and Calloway County on the end to assume his duties.
ber of the Company Dennis and birth of a 7% pound son, born at
Robertson, who said that he
Brown General Agency at Louis- the St. Thomas Hospital, August would do everything within his
ville.- —
power to uphold the good narne_.
23, named Charles Euclid, Jr.
w,
West Kentucky in the hore 11175—
gilts have will begin his duties Sunday, and
Several registered
Boone cpunty homemakers have
all
seven
employed
for
be
conducted eight atioe garden been placed with Wayne county will
days of the fair.
4-al club members.
oela
tours"allis year.

More Tobacco!
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DOUBLE BILL IN
SOFTBALL IS SET
FOR TONIGHT,7:30
Red

THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE Or ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Heads TVA School)

Wings, Nigh School,
Murray Camp Will
Play in Games

PROCEEDS TO TO HIGH
SCHOOL ATHLETICS
With Murray's townspeople bitbug, a double bill of classy softball
bug, a double bill of class softball
games will be presented in the
high school stadium tonight, starting at 7:30. with all the benefits
derived going to the high school
athletic fund.
In the first game, Murray High
School will go up against the
littu-ray Red Wings, who will be
on the comeback trail after drop-ping a 6-0 game in the city championship finals Monday night to
the Young Men's Business Club.
The finale will be a "grudge
game" affair when the NYA baseHOMER A. LASSTTER
ball team shifts to softball to
play the NYA softball team, inHomer
A. Lassiter, pictured
Murray
champion of
tramural
loop. above, is principal of the TVA
softball
summer
State's
school
at
Gilbertsville
which
Much interest in this game has
brought this about, with both opened for its second year Monteams making rash promises and day.
Lassiter, a son o'- Mr. and Mrs.
bets.
The Red Wings will pitch West Oardie Lassiter, of New Concord,
principal at both
against either Pattersn or Erwin, formerly was
Kirksey and Alm°. At present he
with Juett behind the bat. Holand
Mrs.
Lassiter,
with his sons,
land will have Kingins in charge
Bobby an,d Tommy, are residing in
'of the mask.
Hardin. He received his BacheMonday night's game was a ppr- lor's degree ,from Murray State
sonal triumph for Heron West who College, and get his master's dewas given a shut-out by Boody gree from the University of KenRussell's sensational driving catch tucky this past summer.
in the sixth inning. The Young
Miss Lula Belle Beale, of Almo,
Business Men's Club got only two is also employed in the TVA school
hits, but coupled with errors and system, teaching at Gilbersville.
ten bases on balls issued by Erwin was enough to take the Red
Wings. Each team got two
each.
hits

1 7

•
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Lancasters On
Vacation In Trigg
County This Week
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lancaster. and daughter Sandra, are
taking a . much-needed vacation
with Mr. Lancaster's parents in
Trigg County this week, and will
return home this week-end.
Lancaster, genial manager of
the Varsity Theatre, has efficiently operated the show since it was
opened in February, 193a. Previous to this, he had been in charge
of the Capitol Theatre. At presnt, he is assisted in his work by
Barney Weeks.
Lancaster announced that effective Monday, September 9, that
the price range for the balcony
would be changed from sixteen
rents on week-day afternoons, to
He gave for
twenty-one cents.
reason of change the fact that
show costs were going up during
the added taxation and higher
film costs now prevalent.

Turnout Is Poor
For Red Cross
Murray ladies are not aiding in
the making of bandages with the
enthusiasm that was originally expected by Miss Jane Melugin, who
is in charge of the Red Cross
bandage program.
Originally it had been planned
for ladies to spend a part of their
time, if they could, in doing Red
Cross work on the second floor Of
the Sexton Building, but so far the
results have been so poor, that less
bandage
than
one-fifth of the
quota to be completed in one
menth have been made in three
weeks.
Miss Melugin urged all Murray
ladies, regardless if they could
spend but a few hours, to assist
them in the making of bandages.

4

Spider Says
It's Willkie
. In November
If you believe in signs—political
signs--take the spider writing's advice at W. S. Bills' residence at
2119 Belmont St., Ashland.
The spider started writing early
Sunday and finished late in the
afternoon. He wrote the following inscription: "Willkie—USA."
The words were plain and were
witnessed by Bills' neighbors,,
However, as one neighbor/pointed out. in 1898 during 'Bryan's
campaign for the Presidency, a
writing spider wrote the word
''Bryan.'
Perhaps this spider was a Democrat. Perhaps this one is a Republican gone crazy with Winkle
enthusiasm. At any rate, it is
causing no end of speculation in
this vicinity.

•

CENTER RIDGE BAPTIST
REVIVAL TO OPEN SUNDAY

•

A series of revival meetings will
begin at Center Ridge Baptist
Chttrch secnd Sunday, September
8, at 11 o'clock. The Rev. Joe
Fergerson will lo the preaching.
Old time preaching and singing
will be enjoyed throughout the
meeting. Church officials ipvite
you to attend these Services:.

MRS. W.B. FAIN,90,
DIES NEAR MURRAY
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday\Afternoon September 5, 1940
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S. SWAPS'OLD'
Lenning Held In Graves Cointy U.DESTROYERS
FOR
According To Reports Circulating NAVAL, MR BASES

HIGH SCHOOL TO Young Democrats Toy
ENROLL SEPT. 12 To Meet Friday
The Young Democrats Club of
- -Filbeck Announces Plans For the Calloway County will hold its
Registration of Students from 'meeting in the Courthouse, Friday
September 12-16
night, September 6, at 7:30, accordRegistration for Murray High ing to an announcement msdd by
Seffool will begin Thursday morn-- A. H. Kopperud, high official- of
ing September 12, at 8:30 with %he the club.
enrolling of all students in the
"It is important that all Yeaung
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades,
Calloway County atEdd Filbeck, principal, revealed Democrats of
tend
this meeting," Kopperud said,
this week.
presidential
"as the impending
As preliminary gestures to the campaign promises to be a hot
enrolling process, it will be neces- one, and only through clubs such
sary to have a complete faculty as these will there be any active
meeting Tuesday morning at 8:30 organization work for Roosevelt,"
o'clock,•Filbeck said.
he said.
The tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
At this time also, officers for the
grades will be registered Friday
and
morning, September 13, at 8:30, coming year will be elected
the campaign
while the first six grades will be detailed plans for
may be workenrolled Monday morning, Septem- in Calolway County
ed out.
..--...„..
ber 16.
A slight increase in enrollment,
especially in the high school will
probably be noted this year.
Members of the faculty personnel for the school includes W. J.
Caplinger, superintendent; Edd Filbeck, principal; Preston Holland,
coach. W. B. Moser, biological sciences; Ardath Cannon, chemistry
and the manual arts; Wilburn
Cavitt, mathematics; Myra Bagwell, French and English; Hazel
Tarry, English; Lala Cain, commerce; Mary Lassiter, mathematics
and English; Meadow Huie, history; Mrs. Ralph Churchill, home
economics; H. K. Inglis, music; W.
P. Russell, assitsant coach and
history; Mrs. Tom Rowlett, physical education and attendance officer; Mrs. J. B. Wilson. librarian.
Mrs. John Rowlett, art; Lula
Clayton Beale, sixth grade; Mary
Lou Outland, fifth grade; Gracie
Nelle Jones, fourth grade; Mrs.
Celia Crawford, third grade; Lucy
Lee, second grade"; Kathleen Patterson, first and second; Margaret
Gravea. first grade.

HOMEMAKERS I
CLUB NOTES

Aged Resident Succumbs at Home
Snipe Homemakers
of Daughter Early Monday
The Stone, Homemakers Club
Morning
met Monday 'afternoon at 2:00
o'clock in the hame of Mrs. 5. L.
Mrs. W. B. Fain, 90. of near Hargis.
Eleven 'members were
Murray, died at the home of her present with the addition of tw
daughter, Mrs. J. I. Mayfield, of new members. Mrs. 1-rettry Elkins
•
Murray Route 1, early Monday5 and Mrs. A. D. Alexander,.
Mrs. J A Outland was present
morning, after a three months illness of complications.
and gave an interesting talk on
She is survived by three sons, the organization of a county tuberT. W. Fain, of Murray; and E. C. culosis organization.
Miss Rachel Rowland, home
and W. E. Fain, both of Houston,
Tex.; three daughters, Mrs. J. r. demonstration agent, gave a demonstration
on canning of vegetMayfield. Mrs. Noma Stubblefield.
of ables. The following project leadand
Mrs.
Mavis Radford,
Florida.
Nineteen grandchildren, ers were elcted: Food—Mrs. Henfifty-two great grandchildren. and ry Hargis and Mrs. W. R. Edseven great great grandchildren monds; Clothing— Mrs. Henry
Elkins.
also survive.
The next meeting will be held
She was the oldest living mem- September 16, in the home of
Methodist
Goshen
ber
of the
Mrs. W. R. Edmonds. Delicious
Church, having been a member refreshments were served by the
there for 72 years. Funeral ser- hostess.
vices were conducted at Goshen
with the Rev. E. H. Lax and Eld.
Pine Bluff Homemakers
L. H. Pogue in charge.
The Pine Bluff Homemakers Club
Active pallbearers were Herman met Monday afternoon, August 26,
Rogers, A. J. Jones, Dewey Baz- at the home of Mrs. LaVern Bucy.
zell. Otis Mock. Clarence MayThe subject for the afternoon
Mayfield, George and the demonstration lesson was
field, R. E
: Honor- on the canning of vegetables given
Cathey, and Dee Radford*
ary pallbearers were C. A. Hale, by Mrs. Bucy and Miss Rachel
Walter Garrison, Ray Buckingham, Rowland,
home
demonstration
Luther Robertson, C. Ray, A. T. agent.
Crawford, Tom Bell,- Parker Harelected
two
new
officers
The,
rell, Rue OverVY, Connie Ford, were: Clothing Leader—Mrs. Maud
Carl Hendricks, and Edgar Broach. Champion; Publicity
Chairman,
Mrs. W. B. Patterson.
Five new members were enrolled.
They are Mrs. F. H. -Spiceland,
Mrs. M. L. Champion. Mrs. W. B.
j Patterson, Mrs. Harold Oglesby
and Mrs. L. N. Moody.
By J. T. COCHRAN
Other members present were
Mrs. Otis Elrdige, Mrs. W. T.
The 1940' ACP ..year ended Aug- Steele, Mrs. Fred Crowley, Mrs.
ust 31 and September 1 started the Floyd McCage and Mrs. LaVern
1941 ACP year, Farmers who have Huey.
The next Meeting will be held
done soil-building practices since
the supervisor was there and be- at the home of Mrs. W. T. Steele,
fore August 31 should report to Monday afternoon,'September 23.
the County office at the earliest
Backusburg Homemakers
opportunity and list them so appliBackusburg
The
Homemakers
cations can be made out and forwarded for payment. Checks should -Club met at the home of Mrs.
be received at an earlier date this Prince Hughes, Wednesday, Aug.
time because of the Program year ust 28, with Mrs. Hughes, eiresident, in charge.
closing two months earlier,
A demonstration was given on
September 1 ,starts the 1941 Program year and soil-building prac- the canning of vegetables and mai. v
tices done now will count toward different fall vegetables were canthe 1941 soil-building goal. Cover ned.
The
following
officers
were
crop time is here and every field
should be seeded to cover crop as elected: Citizenship chairman, Mrs.
soen as the depleting crop is har- Flossie smith; clothing leader—
vested. The local A. C. Commit- Mrs. Ed Billington; foods leader,
tee is working on plans to have Mrs. B. H. Hughes and Mrs. Ray47% Triple Superphosphate avail- mond Stevens.
The next meeting will be at
able this fall for certain cover
the school house on September 25.
crops, grasses and clovers.
e0
County
Committee and
The
Homemakers Schedule
Agent recommends that all farmTaylor's Store—Tuesday, Septemers start now to earn soil,building
units for 1941 and at the asme time ber 10, at 2:00 o'clock at the home
•
get all croplands seeded to cover of Mrs. J. D. Rogers.
Lynn Grove—Wednesday, Sepbefore winter. Early seedings and
firm seed beds are important to tember 11, at 1:30 in Club house.
Palestine—Thursday, September
get good stands.
12, at 2:00 o'clock at home of Mrs.
Limestone Spreading
We have received instructions 0. W. Clark.
Penny—Friday. September 13, at
from the State office indicating
that where Iiinestone has been de- 1:80 at home of Mrs. Noah Willlivered 'to the farm on or before iams.
August 31, 1940, and cannot adMURRAY CIRCUIT
spread before
vantageously be
September 1, 1940, the producer
The pastor will preach at Marwill be permitted to spread this
lime hs soon as he can advant- tin's Chapel next Sunday mornageously do so and receive credit ing at 11 o'clock.
There will be sefvices at New
under the 1940 Program, provided
such spreading is done as soon as Hope next Sunday evening by a
practicable .arad in no event later visiting minister.
Let us forsake not..he assemblthan' October 31, 1940. This lime-,
stone must be spread before ap- ing of ourselves together on the
can be Sabbath day to worship the Lord,
plication
for payment
H. L. Lax, Pastor
_
signed.

County Agent
Notes

British Pledge Never to Sink

Toy Lanning, about,. 28, is _now
or Give Up the
being held in a Mayfield jail awaitFleet
waring an exmaining trial on a
"aiding
and
with
charging
him
rant
abetting Tom Bailey in the wilful JACKSON SAYS ACT
murder of C. L. Brown" it was reIS UNCONSTITUTIONAL
vealed by county officials late Wed4 Some say fishing is an art. If 1 River, Farley, Farmer, and Dick- nesday afternoon.
To an accompanying chorus of
Lenniing was Seized "by two of- congressional approval and prothis statement is aptly put, then , son caught a 58 pound channel
eat, _ besides „their 22 pounds of ficers Saturday afternoon in Mur- test, Presiednt Roosevelt disclosed
0. B. Farley, George Farmer,' and
lotriveo
rf fishcatfish
f0
.r a
Enigyh
otnye,paonud
ndas gis
o04 ray, on a warrant issued by Judge late Tuesday afternoon that he was
charles Dickson, pictured abOve,
John W. Clopton on August 31. turning over 50 "over-age" deihould be on thr way as success? night's work, .as the three men Continuing, the charge read that stroyers,to Great Britain to bulful artists,
who exhibited
their . prizes at since it was considered "unsafe" wark that country against the
During last Friday night's fish- Parker
Bros. Garage
Saturday for Lenning to be held in the Cal- onslailight of Germany.
ing excursion on the Tennessee morning will attest.
loway jail, he would be turned over
The United States is to receive,
to Graves County officials for safein return, the right to construct
keeping.
a string of outlying naval and
Bailey is now lodged in the Mc- air bases extending from NewCracken County jail until the No-, foundland to South America. Their
vember term of court, Judge Ira chief value, so the President said,
Smith having refused .bail in the would be in keeping an overseas
trial last Thursday enemy away from America's front
examining
Mrs. Sonoma P. Thornton, 48, of
morning.
door.
this county, died hi the William
that
Reliable sources hinted
The State Department also anMason Memorial H8spital yesterother charges may be brought to nounced that it had received a
day afternocia-ef peritonitis, after
Bailey,
and
Lenning
bear on both
British pledge that in no event
an illness of two weeks.
but nothing official was learned. would the British fleet be sunk
Funeral services will be held
Attorney 'Wells Overbey or scuttled to Germany. If driven
County
this afternoon in the Locust Grove
declared that Lenning was being out of • European wates. it wah
Baptist Church at 2 o'clock, with
held on a warrant issued by-Clop- promised, that the English ships
the Rev. L. V. Henson, of Benten. Judge Clopton admitted hav- of war would be sent abroad for
ton, in charge. Burial will be in
issued the warrant Saturday the "defense of other parts of
ing
Twenty-four boys were ready
the Old Salem Cemetery.
aiding the empire".
with
Lenning
charging
football practice for
Pallbearers will be Pete Hen- for the first
Barky.
_
School's Tigers Monson, Joe Henson, Hill Gardner, Murray High
The whole transaction, which
or 15 more due to
Sherif Ira Fox said that as Yet Attorney General Jackson ruled did
Irvin Fair, Wavel Outland, and day, with 12
soon after school starts,Start
work
exrequested
an
not
had
Lenning
not require congressional action,
A. A. Jackson.
Preston "Ty" Holland said.
amining trial but that he probably was described by President RooseSheis survived by her husband, Coach
With most of the time this week
would do so soon. He said he I velt as "an epochal and far-reachConn Thornton; her father, Will
on general conidtioning
didn't know the names of the per- ing act of preparation for contiPoyner; four sons, Joseph Thorn- to be spent
work, and the tedious_ but always
sons who plcked Lenning up in nental defense in the face of
ton, of Murray, Prentice Thornton
menteaching
fun
job
of
paying
Murray and carried him to,May- dangefsof Detroit, and Taz and Hubert
.
was not Arming
field.
Thornton of this county; two tab Holland
The congressional bloc which has
while,
quite
a
brothers, Paul Poyner, of this scrimmage for
the arrest Satur- supported the President in his
whS
saw
Those
indications, this year's
county, and Forrest Poyner, of from all
day, afternoon described two men, policies of aiding England went on
crew will be one of the best
Memphis; three half-sisters, Mrs. Tiger
both strangers in Murray, as walk- record swiftly and enthusiastically
school cage
of
the
high
pulled
out
Helen Rutledge, of Memphis, Mrs.
ing up to Lenning and serving the as approving the exchange. But
backfield
good
long
time.
A
In
a
John Theobald, of this county,
paper. They rejected. so bystand- with the group that has urged
replacements, and a durable
and Mrs. Hontas Holland, of De- with
ers said, a request for Lenning to isolation from the European concarry Tiger
line
will
hut
slow
troit: one half-brother,
Leland
carry the car home, or to see his flict it was a different matter. Its
hopes for this siason.
Poyner, an dtwo grandchildren.
wife.
members denounced the transacthis
season
is
.
The Bengals' line
•
The. Graves County sheriff, when tion as an "act of war" which, some
iteceiving plent of coaching from
questioned Tuesday afternoon, said said would entirely justify Adolph
W. P. "Dub" Russell who is in
that Sheriff Ira Fox had telephoned Hitler in declaring war on the
Charge :of line and scouting duties
him and asked if Lenning were in United States.
this year for the Tigers. Holland's
jail there. He was quoted as say-The. group who questioned the
first game will be against Elkton
ing that "Lenning was in jail on a
constitutionality or power of the
ELD. L. H. POGUE
"drunken driving" charge.
L. H. (Husel Paschall, about 78 in Murray, Friday night, SeptemRoosevelt act, gave as the reason, a
ears of age, died at the home of ber 20.
A revival meeting held by the
clause from an act passed by ConThose out for practice include Church of Christ at Coldwater will
Mr. and Mrs. John McCullock,
gress in 1917:
three miles southeast of Hazel, the following: •
beging September 5. in a tent on
"During a war in which the
Ends: Saunders, Fair, Parker, the church grounds with Eld.
Wednesday morning. lie is surUneed States is a neutral nation,
d; tackles: Brumley.- Crider, I.: H. Pogue diaing the preaching
vived by four daughters, Mrs Alit
shall be unlawful to send out
Blalock; guards: church officials announced today.
fred Crocker, Mrs. John McCul- Tomme, Max
The annual Calloway County
Blalock, Denham. Services will be at 7:45 in the singing convention will convene of the jurisdiction of the United
and Mrs. Scott. Nelson
loch, Mrs. Galen Marsh
States
any vessel, built, armed, or
backs:
Miller:
Lynn,
ns, Char- Gibbs: center:
Conway Jackson, two
in
the at the Kirksey High School, Sunevening and 3 o'clock
equipped as a vessel of war, or
Farmer, afternoon on Sunday. C. C. Doran
Fenton, Polly,
ley and Peyton Pas al,. all of Cable,
day, September 15, at 10:30 o'clock,
converted from a private vessel to
Henry 'County, Tenn. His wife Williams. Boggess, Hamriek, Buc- will lead the song services.
President Rudolph Howard said
a vessel of war, with any intent or
hanan, and Joe Parker.
died aboUt a year ago.
this week.
under any agreement or contract,
Plans' are being made to have
Mr. Paschall was a member of
written or oral, that such a *Purl
singers from Dover. Rock Springs,
the Presbyteries, Church at Mill
may be delivered to _a beligeraht
and Erin. Tenn.; Paducah, MayCreek in Henry „County.
nation " ,. . .
field, Fulton, and all of Calloway
He is also surviVeui by several
The "over-age" destroyers, Jack..,
County's duets and., quartets on
grandchildren.
son said, were clearly not built,
Kentucky
hand
including the
armed or equipped with any such
County Agent J. T. Cochran
Quartet, Howard said. Also there
declared this week that although Marshall County Teams to Be in will be a new president elected, intent'or with reasonable clause to
believe that they would ever enr
prices had been relatively low
Second Region; Calloway in
as Howard is going to resign bethe service of a beligerant nation.
on the tomato crop this - year shipDistrict With Graves
cause of other, pressing duties he
whole
as
a
Wendell L. Willkie, iii a prepared
ped from Murray, that
said.
Calloway County farmers were
statement from headquarters in
According to information, reAll Calloway County visitors are
their_
results
of
the
with
Rushville,
Ind.. said, "The Country
pleased
ceived
from
the
Kentucky
High
•
urged to prepare and bring a basSchool Athletic Association, by ket dinner for the visitors through- will undoubtedly approve of the
• first trial of shipping tomatoes.
The average on the "top ten" Preston Holland, .Murray High Out this section who will attend. administration's trade for destroyers for naval and air bases, but it
producers were $90 an acre. while coach, Calloway County is now in
The time has been set back until
the average for the entire county a district with Sedalia and Farm- 10:30 to allow those who wish to is regrettable that President Roosewas $30.83. Mr. Cochran intimated ington
High School of
Graves attend Sunday School and church velt did not deem it necessary to
obtain prior congressional and
that had everyone eared for their County. and in a region with all
a chance to do so..
public approval."
tomatoes as did those'farmers gain- high schools in Jackson Purchase
The naval and air bases to be
ing high prices-, -then the results with the exception of Marshall
acquired by the United States are
would have been much better.
County, which has been moved'inin Newfoundland, Bermuda, the
Weather conditions were un- to the Second Region across the
favorable to tomatoes this year. as river.
Bahamas, Jamelea., St. Lucia, Antigua, Trinidad. and 'British Guiana,
it forced this section to compete
The
district, tournament this
the last situated on the South
' with tomatoes grown in the deep year, instead of having the 15
South, something that Cochran teams from Marshall and, Calloway
Murray Training School's chap- American mainland.
happen.
would
not
had hoped
Counties will consist of Sedalia, ter of- the Future Farmers of
Plans are already underway to Farmington*, Lynn Grove. Kirk- America. accompanted
by Mr.
have a better and more productive sey. Murray High, Murray Train- Hendricks and Charlie Gibbs, recrop of tomatoes in this county ing School. Almo, Hazel, Faxon turned
home Friday afternoon
next summer.
after a week's tour of the BlueAs the tobacco crop continues to
and New Concord.
grass section of Kentucky, visiting ripen, more tobacco stories are
all interesting and historical places floating into the Ledger SE Times
along the. road.
office, and from all indioations the
Prof. W. H. Brooks said that he present crop is as good as any in
would take Paul Bailey, Billy the past.
Cahoon, Herman Wicker, and W.
R. E. Kendall, of Murray Route 5.
,
D. Adams to the State Fair next says that he has one and a half
Johnny Parker's improved StanrepMurray
Ryan.
Charles
B.
school's
representaweek
as
the
acres of tobacco, with the largest
dard Service Station on the corBenefit tives in the judging contests.
leaf being 17x41 inches, however,,
ner of Fourth and Maple will re- resentative of the Mutual
Life Insurance Company. who reIlL _'COURTNEY
than
mote
'after
week
next
he added that plenty of the leaves
open
_
Company's
were 45 inches in length.
six- weeks closing for improve- cently led/all of the
representatives in a nation-wide KROGER MANAGER IMPROVES
-Furnishing music for the Coro- ments.
Reed Brandon, of Murray Route
a
attending
campaign,
is
nation Ball of the third annual
summer
Attractively painted in red 'and,
4, brought a leaf 22x36 inches into
James Jones. popular manager of
of
campaign
conference
Nancy Hall Jubilee at the Paris white, le
special
most
is
new station,
t
the office, and said that his two
auditorium next Friday night, Sept modernl equipped, and will offer leaders on September 5 and 13 at Kroger's No. 1, store in Murray. acres were uniformly like the
leaf.
tember 13, will be Del Courtney expert
the Company's Home Office in is improving from a strained back In this case, "those who know torvicing at low prices.
I above) and 'hie- nationally famous
.J. The trip to the he suffered more than ,a week ago bacco best" will
Next week's Ledger & Times Newark,
be
cornproba.ty
"Candid Camera",'music. Dancing will carry the official_dpening an- Home Office was awarded to Mr. and will resume his work at the ing to the Murray
market for their
will start at 10 p. m. and Gov. nouncement.
Ryan in recognition. of his out- store soon, it was learned today. weed.
.
.
Prentice Cooper will crown Queen
standing performance.
Ray Steele, of Dexter Route 1,
Nancy for 1941, selected in a beauNine other Mutual Benefit-rephas a leaf 40x20 inches. while Edity revue previously, at 11:30.
resentatives, awarded similar trips,
son Harris brought a leaf into the
Thousands of Tennesseans and
Will travel from as far as Cali- - WE CONGRATULATE-office 12x221
/
2 inches.
Kentuckians are expected to atfornia and Washington to meet in
Then along comes Alfred Antend the Royalty Revue and CorNewark on the morning of SepMr and Mrs. Edwin Warren on derson, of Stone School section,
()nation Ball at Paris on Friday
tember 5. The first day will be the birth of a 9--4-4 pound son, with a leaf of tobacco 23x34 inches,
night, September 13, which will
devoted to the presentation of William Rodney. "
and his crop of 3600 hills yielded
climax the third annual Nancy
A gospel meeting. with Eld. John Certificates of Award: introducMr. and Mrs. Verrtott Stalls, 680 sticks, all just about like this.
-Hall Jubilee.
tompany
officers,
luncheon
B. Hardeman in the role of con- tion of
birth of all 8
With Del Courtney and his fare- ductor of services, will begin at end a trip to the New York Murray. on the
/
2 ounce son, born August
ous "Candid Camer5 Rythmn" or- the Hazel Church of Christ Sun- World's Fair. The second day will pound 71
chestra booked to supply the dance day at 11 o'clock, it was announced be given to indiyidual conferences 30.
Me and Mrs. Gingles Barnes, of
music, a hundred beauty queens today by 011ie Mayer.
between the wieners and the Com- Murray Route 4, on the birth of
and their attendants will vie for
Afternoon services throughout pany officers.
seven
and a half pound daughter,
a
the title "Queen Nancy IV" on the week will be held at 3 o'clock;
Charles Ryan is a native of Mur- Ruby Jane.
Barton Field at 7:30 p. m.
beginservices
evening
with the
ray and was educated in the MurMr. and Mrs. Kelly Suiter, of
The Ball—at which the out-of- ning at 7:0.
ray public schools. Xfter two years. Cherry Street, on the birth of a
L. Robertson. popular Calloway
town Queen and a Henry County
at Murray State College he went nine pound daughter, Beverly Joy, Countian has been made an ofHostess Princess will be crowned
ficer in the horse show pavillion
Twenty-eight acres of Italian into business as a drygoods mer- born September 1.
by Gov. Prentice Cooper—will becounty farm chant. He became a representative
Mr, and Mrs. Charles Clark. of at the Kentucky State Fair next
gin at hi o"elock at the City A,ede rye grass on the Bell
of 0. G. Roden attracted the at- of the Mutual Life Insurance Com- Nashville, Tenn. formerly .of Mur- week, and will leave this weektorium.
in several coun- pany in April 1938, and is a mem- ray and Calloway County on the end to assume his duties.
Courtney's orchestra, now at tention of farmers
Robertson, who said that he
planning to sow ber of the Company's Dennis and birth of a 71
/
2 pound son, born at
Hotel .-Claridge in Memphis and nes. He now is
farm to rye Brown General Agency at Louis- flue St. Thomas Hospital, August would do every thing within his
known from coast to coast by most of his 400-acre
ville.
power to uphold the good name of
,Jr.
23, named Charles Euclid,
dancers radio listeners, and phon- grass.
West Kerltucky in the hore show.
ograph oimers, is rated by music
gilts have will begin his duties Sunday, and
Several registered
Boime 7bunty homemakers have
Estill
hundred and five
One
writers as one of the potential ten
be employed for all seven,
will
top band leaders of the 1940-41 county farmers have signed for conducted eight "home garden been placed 'with Wayne county
days of the fair.
•
4-H club members.
tours" this year.
rural electric service.
season.

Mrs. Thornton Dies
In Mason Hospital

Men Will Be Boys And a 58
Pound Fish Is The Result

Twenty-Four Report For Foot
Ball Practice At High School
Coach Ty Holland
Says Prospects
Are Bright

Leads Revival

L. H.Paschall, 78,
Dies Near Hazel

Calloway Singers to
Convene at Kirksey

Tomatoes Fair,
Cochran Says

Athletic Set-Up
Is Changed Here

To Play ati, Paris]

Murray FFA's
Return Home

More Tobacco!

Parker's Standard
Ryan Honored by
Station to Re-Open Insurance Company

Church of Christ
Revival Will Begin
At - Hazel Sunday

Robertson Will
Accept Post As
State Fair Official
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DM. Ed
and Katherine Fisher in Murray one day recently.
Pete Koss. of Moosup, Conn., arMiss Marguerite Gatten, R. N.,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Farris had as
Mrs. C. V. Dorris -of Springfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Kuykelidall
their guests for Sunday dinner the. Tenn., Dr. Leon Bourland and Dr rived last week for the fall semes- Mason Memorial -Hospital, was have returned to Murray from
Boston where they took special of Texas were recent guests of
following: Mr. and Mrs. Stark Er- Miller of Memphis were—guests
ter of school and will start foot- called to Columbus, 0., last week medical courses this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Page.
win. Mrs. Hautie Ellis. Herman El- Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Graves
ball practice next week.
because esof the serious illness of
Mr. and Mrs. Cale Langston
lis, and Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Erwin. Medd.
Mr ,.and Mrs. Hubert Bell of
Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Farris had as her fatEkr, Casper Gatten, who Paducah spent the past week with visited Mr. and Mrs. Aubra ShraMrs. John W. Frost and little
Mr. end Mrs. Cletus Richer-son
Reports re- his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Toth der Sunday.
and baby Joe Price were visitors son, Jaek. Louisville spent last their Sunday dinner guests the fol- was in a car accident.
here from Miss Gatten Bell.
Mrs. 0. L. Peeler and chilat the Gilbertsville dam last week. week with her parents, Mr. and lowing: Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rob- ceived
stated the condition of her father
Henry Holton will leave tomor- dren have returned to Nashville
C. I. Tinsley of near Lynn Grove Mrs. C. A. Bishop. They were erts and family, Dearborn, Mich., was serious but at the present
left Saturday for Dayton, 0., being joined fur the week-end by Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hutchens and time was somewhat improved from row for Hartford, Conn., where he after several days' visit with her
John Da-Rather and, little
Mr. and Mrs. li J Romanus and
will take a six weeks' special father H. I. Neely and Mrs. Neely.
called back to work after a 9-year Frost, and they returned to their family. Pottertown, Mr. and Mrs. severe cuts and a chest injury.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Jennings son left Tuesciay for a visit with
H. P. Farris and family. Mayfield.
home in Louisville Tuesday.
course in the Traveller's Insurance'
lay -off.
T. Brandon and family were rein
Birmingham - and
motored to Nortomesia.. over the rslat:ves
Mrs.
Gus
left
last
Farris,
Juliet
Holton
Mayfield,
Miss
Mrs.
Miss Juan Fulton and Henry
School.
cent visitors of kinspeople near
Howard Paschall. who is workAc.elc.end where they visited Mrs. Boothton Ala.
H.
P.
reFarris,
Louisville
to
Jr..
week-end
for
Mayfield,
Mrs.
ing with the Farm
Ad- Fulton returned home on Tuesday Jake Shipley and children, Mur- sume her teaching duties there.
Miss Mary Shipley is the guest Murray.
Norton's parents. Mr. and Mrs. D.
Mr. and Mrs Waiter tslackburn ministration: located Security
at Clinton, of last week from Glendale, Calif..
of her sister, Mrs. Clarice Bradley
remains of Mrs. Nelson
Cury.
The
have returned from a trip through Ky.. spent the week-end with his where they spent the summer with ray. Mrs. J. A. Ahart, Murray, Miss Anna Diltz Holton will leave
Dunn were brought to Hazel SatTellus Hutchens. Pottertown, Hen- temorrow for Cincinnati where in Paducah
Mr. and Mrs Edward Freeman. the Smoky Mountains.
their
uncle
and
aunt,
Mr.
and
mother, Mrs A. 0. Paschall, Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Batts and urday for interment.
Joe Taylor
Edd
Kellow. and
Mrs L. H. Teas of Paducah is Grove.
Mrs. 0. C. O'Kell. They were ac- ry Roberts, Cherry Corner, Mr. and she wil lagainoteach this winter.
of St. Louis, Mo.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Johnson and
Youngblood spent last week-end in the guest of her father. L. D. Willcompanied home by Miss Zane Mrs. Otho Farris and daughter.
Little Miss Suzanne Griffin of daughter Marion
Mrs. Virginia Neblett and ScotLeon
Roberts and Memphis has spent this week with were the week-end visitors in the children were in Paris Friday on
St. Louis.
Houston of Los Angeles who is Hazel, and
s.
tie Saunders of Memphis were the
business.
daughter of Murray.
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. home of Ben Dixon.
• H; L Siedd. Bill Swann, and iamsMrs. H. I. Sledd and Miss Fran- guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. J. their .guest.
Miss Beauton Brandon shopped
Mr .and Mrs. Jim Dixon and
Miss Reba E. Dunn of Hazel has Boyd Gilbert. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Lloyd Allbritten returned Monday ces Sledd, have returned from a L. Farley and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sharborough
St.
of
Hazel Saturday afternoon.
Parker
Fred
in
arid
Mrs.
Mr.
after a week-end in St. Louis and visit with relatives in Prattville.
spent the week-end- at Rockaway accepted a position in the Cerra- Griffin of . Memphia will ,arrive
guests of
L. W. Cushy was in _Paris onHagan of tlizabeth- Beach, Mo.
belle High School. -Carrabell, Fla., Friday to spehd the
A.1a,
week-end Louts were the week-end
Ltsameo:itte
business Monday.
as science teacher. She will leave with Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert after a relatives of the West Side,
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Broach, Of --Miss Marion $haelaorough is the town spent. last week with Mrs. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albers.' StubTroy McNutt and family of
Houston. Tex., are visiting relatives guest of Miss:- Betty Phillips in H. Graves and Miss Margaert blefield have returned to Murray for Florida Friday to begin her vacation trip in the Ozark MounMurray recently visited Mrs. McGraves.. She was joined for the
work on Monday morning.
tains.
in Murray. They will return to Richmond. Va.
from
a
trip
to
Washington,
D.
C,
sister, Mrs. Homer Far.
Nutt's
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Lennox and week-end by Mr. Hagan, and they
Mr and Mrs, Loren Putnam, of
Houston about the 15th.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Waldrop
New York City and points of inrut and Mr. Farris.
Miss Rosalind Crass left Sun- son Jon are visiting in Atlanta returned to Elizabethtown Tues- terest in the east. They attended Bowling Green, were visitors with and family are guests this week of
his
Holmes Coats has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones visited
day. Mr. and Mrs. Hagan and Miss
day for Bardstown to resume her and on the Gulf coast.
home in Ashland. Ky.. after visit- Mr. and Mrs. Lon Shrader Sunthe dedication of the TVA dam Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Putnam, dur- relatives in St. Louis.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Therrell and Graves returned the first of last
ing
the
weak.
They
have
teaching of French and English in
just
reStubbleMrs.
Vernon
and
Hazel.
Mr.
near
people
home
ing
by President Roosevelt at Chattaday afternoon.
children are the guests of rela- week from a motor trip to the
turned from Ohio State Univgarsity field were called to Ripley. Tenn.,
-the RIO school 'there.
Shrader
Mrs. Lon
Mr. and
nooga on Monday.
Florida coast.
where Putnam has been doing yesterday because of the death of visited Porter Thompson and famMiss Geneva Outland left Satur- tives in Atlanta.
Approximately 2,400, tons of limeMrs. Arthur Farmer is the guest I work on his master's degree in
Mrs. 3.,13. Morris. Mr. and Mrs.
Misses Ruth, Frnaces and Jane
day for Crofton. where she will
the former's cousin, Edgar Nay- ily Sunday afternoon. Mr. Thomp- stone were delivered in Magoffin
teach home economics in the high Edwin Morris. Ben Morris. and Sexton and Miss Leah Williamson of her daughter, Mrs. E. L. Noel biology. He will continue to teach lor who will be buried today in son has just returned from Memcounty last month.
Jack Todd, of Memphis. Tenn.. returned last week from a trip to and Mgt Noel in Richmond... Va. in Bowling Green.
,
school there.
Hickman. Mr. and Mrs. Stubble- phis where he underwent an opeMr. and Mrs John Thomas Irvan have returned home after a. week- New Yor kand•the World's Fair. Mr. and Mrs. Noel are the parents
will spend tonight with Mr. ration.
Inez
field
Miss
Phillips,
of
Hardin,
have returned home after a wed- end visit with Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Washington. D. C.. and points of of a sun who was burn on Satur- visited friends in Murray Friday and Mrs. M. E. Shaw in HickJ. E. Patterson was in Murray
day. August 31.
Thomas. of North Fourth Street. interest en route.
ding trip
man.
afternoon.
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bowen left
Mrs.
Laverne
Orr
and
daughters,
County Agent and Mrs J. T.
Mrs. F. a Mellen has returned
Mrs. Lester Dunn spent a few
Mrs. John L. Jones and Mrs.
Mrs. Wayne Sullivan and little
Cochran and daughters- Martha Murray Saturday for a visit with to her
home following several Charlene and Bobby Sue, Mrs. daughter June, of Detroit. Mich., W. E. Hutton were guests last days last week with her parents
Laurine Duran sold son, Dallas
May and Mary Ruth were dinner their . parents in Minnesota and weeks' visit in Starkville, Miss.
Mrs. Ed and attended the revival meeting
T., spent the week-end at Natchez have returned home after spending Thursday of Mr. and
grunts of County Agent and Mrs. North Dakota during the next, fortMr. and Mrs. David Plunkett have Trace and Dunbar
Paris. Mrs. Hutton re- at the Christian Church in Purof
a
few
weeks
with
Dr.
West
and
Mrs.
C.
night.
Cave.
" Joe Hurt and family in Paducah.
H Jones of Lynn Grove, and other turned to her home in Dickson, Year_
Harry Haney.a McKenzie. Tenn., returned to Murray fater spending
Labor Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, friends of the county.
L. W. Cosby transacted business
their vacation in Miami add Myrtle
Tenn., following the visit in Paris.
A large crowd from Murray at- has returned home after a visit
Wells and John Daniel Levett have
Beach. a -tended the Labor Day festivities at with his grandparents .in Murray.
returned to Murray after a month's
Billy Utley. of North- Fourth
Mr.. and Mrs.'Henry -Lockett and absence. Mr. Lovett attended ofPrinceton and Pine Bluff
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Jones Street. left last week-end ta en- son. Joe. visited in North Carolina ficers' training camp in WisconLexTransylvania
College.
NIGHTS - SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS
roll
in
last
week-end.
and Cecil Thurmond visited Mr.
sin, while Mrs. Lovett and sone
AFTERNOONS
, Carl Ferrara of Asbury Park, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rainey
lbc
and Mrs. F. M. Holcomb and famChildren
(Shildren
10c
It Thurman N. se•will arrive Saturday to begin T. Wells in Omaha.
The'ReV.-and Mrs.
ily in Salem. Ill., over the week- mgtnn
311c
Included)
Balcony
(tax
Balcony Itax included)
_.
21c
end
Ben and Rebecca Thurmbnd. have returned from Ridgecrest. N. football practice and re-enter MurMr. and Mrs. George Baker and
Lesser Floor (tax included)
36e
Cecil's children returned to Murray C.. where they have been for the ray State College at the fall semes30c
Lower
(lax
included
Flew
son, Pat, are spending ten days at
with them, after haying spent the past week. En route they visited ter.
Mrs Cull Phillips of Hunting- Rockaway Beach, Mo.
summer with their grandparents. many points of interest.
Phil Cutchin has returned to the don, W. Va., is the guest of her
Mrs. C. J. Morris and Mrs. J. I.
the Holcombe.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Steele. Mrs. UniVersity of Kentucky for fall mother. Mrs. Ada Diugnid. and Hosick of Dawson Springs are
rhorhas Steele. and Norman Mc- football practice. after a brief visit other relatives. She was accompa- spending several days with Misses
nied home by Tom ,Frank Farmer Betty and Cajapie Beale.
They
Cage are in Detroit visiting Steele's with his parents.
Stanfill Cutchin has returned to who had been her guest for several were accompanied to Murray Wedbrother. Charles Steele. Mr. and
DUE to increased expenses caused by additional taxes affectMrs, Uoyd Parker. and other Blytheville. Ark., where he will weeks. Mr. Phillips will join Mrs. nesday by Dr. Morris who returned
ing the MOTION PICTURE industry it becomes necessary for
friends, and relatives. They will continue teaching in the. high Phillips next week and they will home that evening.
school there.
visit his mother, Mrs. Bettie Pht1.-,
return next • week.
Mrs. H. E. Holton has -returned
us to slightly revise our balcony prices in the VARSITY THEA:
Sergeant Gordon Phillips. son _ Mr. and Mrs. Edward Freeman lips, before returning home.
home from an extended visit with
of Mrs. Pearl Phillips returned visited Freeman's mother in Mar- - Miss Jean 'Harrison has returned her daughter, Mrs. Gordon JohnsTRE
for MATINEE excpt SUNDAYS and -Holidays. Thereho her home in Detroit after spendWednesday to Camp Fort Knox shall County.Ailoprioy evening.
ton and Mr. Johnston. Of Chicago
Pr. and Mrs. F. E. Crawford and ing the summer with her sisters.
where he will resume his duties
fore, effective Monday, September 9th, 1940, the Varsity BalMiss Virginia. Veale had as her
with the United States army unit family are in Arkansas this week, Mrs. Freed Cotham and Mrs. Ardell
All other prices will remain the same as
Eggleston.
guests
David
week-end
cony Prices except on-Sunday and Holidays will be as follows:
there on September 15.
Before where she 'and the boys are visit- Knight.
we are now charging.
Conrath
and
Lon
Harvey
Comm
ing
in
Careiden.
while
he
is
in
a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert Smith and
reaching Fort Knox, he will visit
Hot Springs hospital for treatment. children, James. Betty and William. of Terre Haute, Ind.
St Louis and Granite City.
Mrs. Stanley Kirkland of Cold- returned last week from a visit with
where he has relatives.
Mrs. W. E. Smith and Miss Jacspent the
Mr and Mrs A. 3,-Wilson. Mrs. water visited her relatives Mr. and Mrs. Smith's sister, Mrs. M. 0. queline Sharborough
Heath in Charleston. S. C.
Luna Wilson, Morris Wilson., Mr. Mrs. Ellis Wrather. Monday.
week-end with relatives in NashMe and Mrs. N. P. Hutson, Dan
and Mrs Everett Oliver left 'Wed- ,Mrs. James N: Belcher visited
nesday for Detroit. Mtch., where Mrs. Chester Chambers last Sat- Hutson and little Miss Betty Sue
Miss Matiie Trousdale has reurday.
Hutson
returned last
they will visit relatives.
Thursday turned from a two weeks' vacation
Mrs. Ellis Wrather was the guest from a motor trip through Texas, .in Hot Springs, Ark. She was acd Mrs. Richard Hamlin
ew Mexidoaliarsido and points companied by Mrs. Fred Lyle of
ofKiis
.rE ancounto are in California of Mr.rand Mrs. Willie NicLuTfam
Saturday.
of interest in the middle west Brownsville, Tenn.
where he has -been employed.
Mr._
and
Mrs,
E.
D.
Fulton
of
Mr.. and Mrs. Robert Smith had
• Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. John W. Frost of Louis-41. P. Farris. Sr.:
Mr._ and Mrs. H. P. Farris. Jr., Hickory Point, Tenn-. Mr. and as their guests Wednesday Mr. and ville was guest of honor on WedC Fulton and children Mrs. D. H. McDonald and son of nesday of last week at a bridge
Mrs. Gus Farris. and. Mrs. Carl Mrs.
Fla.
Puryear. all of Mayfield. visted Pats,. and Phillip of Clarksville. Gainesville.
Miss
Verna luncheon which was given by Mrs
Mrs. Will Rowland here ova the Xesan.. visited, relatives here the Smith and Thomas Smith of Cal- C. A. Robinson at her -home in
IOWWeek-end.
vert City.
week-end
Paducah. On Friday of leo week
Mr. and Mrs. Quintus Bedwell
Mr and _Mrs. J. T. Phillips el tilra Frost and Mrs. E. S. Diuguid.
While in Evansville Monday. H.
I. Sledd. Lloyd Allbritten. and Bill and son of Philadelphia. Peen.. are Henderson are' the parents of a Jr., were guests of Mrs.. A.ugustuS
daughter who *rat born on-Sep- Randolph at her home in Mayfield
Swann went to Dade Park for the the guests of Mr. nad-Mrs.
.
dosing day of the current racing Lampkins and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde tember 3 at sthe Deaconess Hos- for lunch and bridge.
...IF TOO WANT
Dodd this week.
pital in Evansville. ^. Mrs. Philseason.
Mr. and Mrs. Langan Hay and
TIE WOMEN TO
I
Mrs.
W.
W.
Denham.
Xis..
Mobile.
lips was, before her marriage. Miss baby of Evansville, Ind., spent last
• Mrs.
D. Williams is the guest'
I has been visiting here, this week Mary Louise Hale of Murray. Mr. week with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Filof her sister in S. Louis.
OVER YOU.
Mrso.W. H. Mason and Miss Pa- with her sister. Mrs. W. R. Barnett. Phillips' home was in Alma
stets out on a /
beck. Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Hay and
Miss Bronzie Dell Clark spent
OH-BOY-ON-BOY
tricia are visiting relatives in
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Winchell daughter, June, of Memphis stoplast week-end as the guest of her and Ed Hale of . Detroit are visit- ped for a short visit last week
Meadville. Pa.
TOO
KNOW
Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Wallis are cousin Iiisse-Quava Clark of the .ng relatives in Murray and the with Mr. and Mrs.' Filbeck en
YOUR STOFH"
spending several day sthis week in Gibbs Store vicmily.
county.
route to their hove (Porn Irvine,
,,,,,, --s-...
the Smoky Mountains. They will ; Mr. and Mrs. Lube Brown were
Miss Roselle Hargis spent the Ky.
attend the state fair in Louisville the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. past week-end and Labor Day in
Mrs. Rob Huie left Tuesday
:Phillips Sunday afternoon
next week'
Chattanooga. Tenn., and
Ross- morning for a visit with relatives
ville, Ga., the guest of Mr. and in Detroit.
Mrs. Fred Deghle.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Filbeck, accomMiss Geneve Hendon. of Long panied by Miss Mary Virginia DiuBeach. Calif.. is visiting her er6usin. quid of Memphis spent the weekRoselle Hargis.
end in Chattanooga and Nashville.
Mrs. Frank Uchida and Betty and
Mrs.J. E. Askew returned MonMars Uchida. Chicago. spent seta day to her home in Nashville after
eral days last week as the guest of a month's visit with her mother,
All 1117THEIFORD • DIANNA LEWIS
•
ADMISSION-10c and I eic
Miss Mary Martha Overby. As- Mrs. Della Trousdale, Mrs. Trouscompanied by Harold Farley Miss dale had as guests for the week'nen VIIITIMIL TUNAS SILLLI • 2...or•EILItl I urn
Over'oss and the
Uchidas spent end her son, J. T. Trousianle. Itra
1117111 tILIIITI 1111[11 PICTIIL
Labor Day week-end at Mammoth Trousdale and sons. Billie and
,
Cave.
Jimmie of Detroit, and Mr. and
--o,
Loren Adams, shoestore manager Mrs. H. T. Askew and J. E. Askew
and son, Frank. left Wednesday cif Nashville.
Among those who went from
night for St. Louis Where they will
look oveis.new fall. styles.
Murray to Owensboro to attend the
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Rexroat. of marriage last night of 'Miss Ruth
-Lebanon Junction. spent last week- Fulton and Jimmie Bailey were
end at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs: H. B. Bailey, Miss
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman,
Imogene Bailey, H. B. Bailey, Jr.,
—111=IMIENT-NliglEgInglit Iiiii,111111111MIMIr
Clifton Thurman has returned Miss Zane Houston, of Los Anhome from New York City where geles, Miss 'dell Batts. Miss Naomi
he has been working on his doc- Lee Whitnell, C. C. Hughes, Howtor's degree at Columbia Univers- ard Boone. Daniel
Boone, and
ity.• Flavius Martin of Mayfield Mrs. A. L. and Anne Rhodes have
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Sommers
returned from. Memphis whe-re and little daughter Dianne, re'
A l elA co
they spent a few days.
turned to Miami, Fla., after a visit
we TA
Marshall Wyatt. of Benton. was with relatives here, Mrs. Sommers'
in Murray Wednesday.
mother, Mrs. T. A. Dagen returend
`
1" tdOstle
2
.se".
Mr, and Mrs. Otry Paschall spent with them to spend the winter.
•
•119
need,
The rollitkir.g tols of o
6~y-se.
the -Labor Day week-end in Chat-- • Mr. and Mrs. T. C Doran and
.
..AN
.0 ttlIA
:
11
0
o heart so foil
poshest
tanooga. Ooltewah. and attended eons Tommy and Jimmy will
VStetl -0 I
the, dedications of Chickamauga leave the latter 'part of the week
of romance she traveled wand
‘Ne°1*.
Datn, and heard President Roosevelt for an extended trip-thigh MisIt,, world to teach Iver new thoory
Speak.
1 . sissippi and Alabama • te visit
.01 Witt... while 1w -foamed
- Mee. J. D. Rowlett. of West Main....friends.
s.
.
is in New -Jersey and New York, 'After graduating from Peabody
toeso't soon hr for so lims,EN%
visiting her sister and attending College in the August class, Miss
forgotten what it, looks Illtd
Hilda Dulane'y has been visiting
the World's Fair this week.
Mrs -Torn 'Rowlett and Mrs. Oren her brother Harry G. Dulaney and
Keys spent 'last week-end in Lex- family of Atlanta. Gas---She reington. Trnrie as guests of Mrs. turned horn',' September 1. and will
return to. Paducah Sunday to reRowletta sister.
tee
Mrs
Elarva patlin and
Misa sume her work in the Jefferson
Francis Gatlin
from an School, leaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra L. Gibbs.
extensive tlaree-weeri
rett
Easa Coast,
trip Saturday mornings-. afid al'e Lexington,; have returned home
isow'at .home on North Sixteenth after visiting Mrs. Cleo Gillis HesStreet. While on, their tour, they ter at her home over 'the weekvisited relatives in New York City, end.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hester visited,,
and. were in Washington. Atlantic
City, and other points of interest his mother, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester
AUTIO•GOLDWYNI-MAtillt Pr...tents
over the week-end before' returnon' the east coast.
"Coach,.-Jim 'Moore and Donald ing to •Lexingtegesswhere Bob will
Turcott :arrived Sat`Orslay meireirm teach at BryanTTtation this year.
A
Coach Roy Stewart left Wednesfroth Norwich. -Conn., for the comGag.IVO
day foi- Memphis, Tenn., for a
ing same! year.
0.001
p.os
1.41•.),..siE
$
ititon visit sHe- was accompanied
.
Mks
Sarah
'Lee
Hargrove.
of.
e$9$
Olt
5509
Magield.'is -visiting friends, in by his family.
dee
eti .as
1011 0
Mr. and Mrs. Ifvealarewer'. and
Murray this .week.
,
a. u to pl,og
ViiY.E.
Mrs
PILIOtt
0
and
Mr,
and
Truson
Gene.
Mr.
and Mrs. Luther -Robertson.
Sobv
"I's'o),IS°
t\ilikk09,
S114114S es
11000
Mies Rebecca -Robertson. Mr. and man S ' e.mmt last Week-en anct
^C001MSIA
St. Louis. '
Mrs. Luther Jackson have returned'1.1,abor D
titS01,1
Ial Sits% ealit
to s
front a visit with Mr. and' Mrs. .Mr. ançrMrs. Joe Pace. aria eon
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East Almo News

U RCH Es
FIRST BATIST CHURCH
Preaching by the pastor morning
and evening. A. M. subject: "AND
THEN '; P. M. subject, "THE
TRAGEDY OF CHOICE".
I speak the most urgent word I
know to all people especially to
my own people to remember the
President's call to prayer Sunday.
September 8, and long before the
call of the President must remain
the call of the Eternal God to His
people to enter the ministry of
intercession.-Church school with classes for all
ages under the direction of faithful Bible officers and
teachers
throughout, meets every Sunday at
9:30. Every class m4ets in a separate room for the study of the
Bible lesson for the day.
Training Union meets every Sunday evening at 8:15, (note the
change in the hour Of meeting)
with a Bible artanged program of
study*: the purpose of all these
studies is that' the Bible will be
understood better, and that the
Christian church member will be
a more efficient worker for the
Lord at home and abroad.
Mid-week meeting every Wednesday evening. This meeting is
given .to testimony, request for
prayer, gospel, soulful singing.
Bible study and helpful fellowship.
All are invited and urged to attend
this important meeting. This meeting is at 7:00 o'clock.
Note the change in the morning
and evening hours for the preaching services, the morning hour is
10:50 and the evening hour 7:30.
A , cordial invitation is heartily
extended by the church and pastor to every one to attend all the
church - services whenever -it is
possible to do so—you will always
find friends who will gladly welcome ,you to all the gospel serxices of the church and its upliftnag fellowship.
Sam P. Martin, Pastor

•

•

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A. V. Havens, Minister
"The Courage Of Jesus." will be
the sermon subject of A. V. Havens, minister of the First Christian
Church, at the morning worship
next Sunday. In announcing the
sermon. Mr. Havens said. "Many
times we feel our inability to - do
something until we realize that
some one else has done it. Then
we feel that we should also be
able to do. it. The matter .01
courage is largely subjective. We
are courageous when we feel that
we can. In the exemplary life of
Jesus of Nazareth we find courageous living which causes us to feel
that we can have that courage,
too. Moreover, from a study of
his life, we are able to discover
the souztoj. of his courage. This
will be the burden of Sunday
morning's sermon." Mr. Havens
stated.
The beautiful organ prelude, by
Mrs. Frances Johnson, will begin
promptly at 10:50.
-The Uses of the Alibi", will be
the sermon subject at the Sunday
night church service, which will
begin at 7:30.
The Sunday School. led by Supt.
R. L. Wade, will begin at 9:30 Sunday morning. Group-graded classes
are provided for all ages, meeting
in separifte rooms and taught by
competent, Christian teachers. The
children's department has just been
enlarged and completely redecorated.

Kirksey Circuit
F. Blankenship, Pastor
Coldwater
Regular services at Coldwater
next Sunday. Church School at
10 a. m, preaching service at 11

Kins

Mail orders promptly
mid carefully filled.

- OF PADUCAH
the quality store of fine fashions

District Meeting
The district superintendent has
called a meeting of pastors and
laymen to be held at Pairs,. Term.,
Wednesday. September 11, at 10
a. m. Bishop Deceit :nAT1 preach
at 11 a. m. Don't fail to hear our
resident Bishop. -

OF PADUCAH

9Tzatteh_ SVat-6-2, a
SmaitteA,6-W4On,

5-4

Aftgolk

MERCEP,

We have started a new school
year with 181 students enrolled.
They are all very busy studying
their lessons.
The school is giving an ice
Saturday
cream supper
night,
September 7, for the beenfit of our
library. We will have plenty of
entertainment along with our ice
cream,
hamburgers , and
cold
drinks. Everyone is invited to
come and enjoy the evening with
us.
We met Almo High school in a
softball game last Friday. The
scores were in favor of Almo,
14-13. However, our girls' team
won over the Almo team 9-5. We
will play the Kirksey teams Friday, September 8, at Cherry Corner.
We were very glad to hear that
Norma Jean Williams had come
home from the Clinic. We Wish
her a speedy recovery and hope
she will soon be back to school
with us.
The fifth grade students have
started a hobby club which meets
every Friday afternoon. The officers are: president. Edwin Wilson: vice-president. Thomas Winchester; secretary, Marjorie Sue
Hendon.
The sixth grade has been busy
the past two weeks making posters and gathering material for the
They are planbulletin board.
ning to organize a stunt club soon.

Remember you can
buy with ciinfidence at
Watkins.

OCCASisoivir
517:57
svis

the quality store of fine fashions

New Concord High
School News

t

VISSY SCII0oz,

WPIKIIIS

a. In.

ORIGINALS FOR JUNIORS

650 7" 10'5
I.

1

Delectable . . . . curerent . . . .
. . are
and ,definitely
these footwear fashions with decorative cutout touches and the new
slim lines.
1411,
• CV6

Card of Thanks

AeC
, SVPOI0•1

We wish to express our appreciation and thanks to the many
friends, neighbors. and relatives
who were so sympathetic, helpful,
and comforting during the illness
and death of our husband and
May
father. Claude L. Brown.
God bless you all.
Mrs. Exile Brown and family.

••

METHODIST CHURCH

I wish to correct a mistake that
was in my letter last week. Instead of Miss Mozell Griffin it
should have been Mrs. Mozell
Griffin Wright, whol died Saturday
and was buried Monday. She was
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Leman Griffin of Fulton. We extend our sympathy to the bereaved
family, especially the companion
and child.
We thank our Heaven Father
for a good rain again lyst week.

We learned recently that Carlie
Elkins had enlisted in the army
and is now stationed at Fort Henning, Ga.
Mr. and Mn. J. M. Elkins of
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Lawrence and children Leland and
Ronald and Mrs. Polie Duncan
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Manning near Faxon last
Sunday.
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
Theldon Edwards is feeling better
this week. We hope she soon re.
covers—Kentucky Tiller.

MATATAss•
CVa0104

Shoe Salon
First Floor

"DASH-o.setifor.
"SIDE-TEACEED"

WATKII1S

••
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Sunday, September 8. 1940
e‘t the. morning worship hour,
10:50 o'clock, lit seems that some
of our folks still think the worship
services begins at 11 o'clock) the
7il1 preach on "Planning
pastor w
for the Kingdom". from the text:
"The children of this world are in
their generation wiser than the
children of light." At the evening hour. 7!30. the pastor will
preach and insists that the membership will do a good part for
themsiglves and their children by
attending the evening worship service.
The State of Kentucky will soon
observe Me 100th anniversary of
the Sunday-school work in this
good state and that would Sc a
good time for every good citizen
to begin to do his part for the
Sunday-school.,
. Recently some facts were sub-'
naitted by a judge before whom
hundreds of criminals had appeared
that only two boys out of 100 who
had been regular attendants at
Sunday-school had ever been sentenced in his court.
Our yoling people Meet in two
groups each Sunday night and
your children would do well to
meet with theme
Now that our vacations are- over
and September has come, it is time
to settle down to the great work
of the church. Shall we count on
•
•
you to do your part?
J. Mack ,Jenkins., Pattor

•

'SIDE-TRACKED"
Monotones of wool crepe
with unusual treatment. One
fourth of the blouse and
sleeves are of the light shade,
and the rest 'Is dark. Sizes
Colors: Storm
11 to 15.
Cloud, Storm King, "Sesame,
Dark Brown, Light Teal,
6_50
Dark Teal

SATURDAY
ONLY!

--'nA*0-0-SCOTCH"
Rayon Velveteen blouse and
bold plaid, (exclusively
Carole King's) wool skirt,
highlighted with catalin and
metal buttons. Sizes 11 to
17. Colors: Black and Red.
Chicory and Brown. Vineyard Red and Wine _ _ 7.511
"STAR-BRITE"
Star, print Velveteen two
piece suit with fitted jacket.
Wide pointed lapels of white
rayon faille lend a very flattering neckline. Star pearl
buttons close the front. Sizes
11 to 15. Colors:" Black,
Blue, Chicory
Minstrel
Brown ---------10.95

HAZEL CIRCUIT
The revival at the Hazel Methodist Church will continue through
Sunday. The members are expected to attend and air sister
Churches are cordially invited.
The Methodist revival will begin
at New Providence on September
15 at 7:30 with the Rev. K. G.
Dunn, pastor, in charge.

"TRIM TRICK"
Monotone novelty striped
Carole
exclusively
wool.
King's) with rayon velveteen
pockcuffs,
roll
collar, scarf,
et tabs and belt. Three quarizes 11
ter ltrigth' sleeves.
to 17. Colors: Cru1er Grey,
_ 7.110
Sand Tan

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
First Presbyterian Chur*, 18th
and Main, Howell M. Forgy, pastor: Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Sunday school classes for all ages.
11:00 a: m., morning worship.

Blac' , Brown, Navy, and all
the smartest colorings of the
new Autumn Season.

Carole King Shop
Second Floor

Millinery
2nd. Floor

Ed Taylor, McCreary county, has
bought 100 pullets to place WI his
new model laying house' this fall.
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We Clarify a Point
Prof. EH. Smith. head of the extension department of Murray State
College. quite reasonably asks us for a more concise interpretation of
our stand on foreign policy. His letter, published in another department
of this issue, asks further that we define a phrase. "the diplomacy of
patriotism", which we used quite recently in an editorial in which we
professed the hope that world peace might soon be at hand.
We believe Mr Smith was unjustified in calling our statement an
-attack on an ,American economic system in which you say peace and
capitalism are iecompatible".
On the contrary. our stand opposing the limitation of any part of
the freedom Americans are now enjoying, with especial emphasis against
the conscription bill which in all likelihood will soon become law and
which prsvides in addition to the conscription of manpower the drafting of industrial, plants as well. was upheld by several Senators in the
minority group' at Washington who declared that the conscription of industrial units, with the conscription of mem constituted two long steps
toward the abandonment of the Arnencan economic system and the
Anierican-form of government.
Rather than an attack on our economic system, ours was a defense
of it. • Senator Chandler upheld one phase of our view when he.atiswered
Senator Lee's argument that the government oaght to have the power
to take a radio station or a newspaper for propaganda by saying "I don't
believe the government ought to take a newspaper or anything else to
•propagandize the people of the United States. I believe that in or out of
an emergency Ape people ought to be told the truth" Wendell L.
the Republicar. candidate for -president. charged passage of the bill would
constitute a potential dictatorship in this country. And beyond the possibthty of any argument the bill does just that.
The real attack on our economic system, Mr. Smith. comes not
•
from us but from others_
Insofar as the statement that capitalism and peace are intompatible,
we will amend our remarks to say that with the exception of few instances capttahsen and war have been close corrollsrles throughout
history. We .would not wish to go so far as to my that peace is not
possible in a capitalistic set-up. for Democracy.'We- belleve. though capitalistic in action, is a perfect set-up for peace provided the eissentials of

5.

proposal that 50 destroyers be sold, traded or transferred to Great
Britain. But why all this oriental maneuvering, why this secrecy, why.
this failure to avow openly all the circumstances under which the Pershing speech was delivered'
Apparently it was because the administration was not sure how
the proposal would oe receiNed by the public and preferred to find
out by indirection.
There were several reasons—reasons of the highest importance—
REPORT ON SERIES OF
as to why it was not well received.
SOFTBALL GAME
One was that the destroyers, which Were described as over age
the
to
use
great
of
fact,
in
are,
purposes,
our
fur
useless
and practically
Gate Receipts
United States. As today's news story points out, within 30 days, all of
Aug 26, $18.10
the 169 destroyers decommissioned alter the last war will be in active Lions-Rotary Genie,
Aug. 27, 14.60
service. Of the 169. 46 have been refitted as mine layers, mine sweep- A. Legion-YBMC,
12.20
Aug. 29,
ers, troop transports and anti-aircraft patrol ships. Others will be put Lions-YHMC,
$44.90
Total
on duty for transport and patrol purposes.
Expenditures
To give 50 destroyers to Britain would be to strip the navy of oneseventh of its combat vessels. and would be to keep approximately 7000 HandrBills, Ledger & Times $3-50
8.18
athletic field
bill.
.Light
enlisted men and 350 officers from being trained.
2.60
Balls three)
So. first, the ships are useful to us.
.85
Holland di Hart
Second, to give them to Great Britain would be in violation of
.85
Ray B. Brownfield
Federal laws of 1917 and 1940.
.90
Chas. L. Robertson
Third, it would be in violation of Article 8 of the/Hague ConvenOne
donated
was
(new)
ball
tion of 1907, ratified in 1906.
by Lion M. G. Forester for
-• It would be ass set of war:
Fourth and fi
which he would not accept
Apparently. tFM who proposed that we give away one-seventh
Pay)
of our combat vessels did not do any research work and did not know
Gasoline—Two gallons for dryof the insuperable obstacles that would present themselves.
ing field (bought by Price
So, at present, all's quiet on the destroyer front.
.35
Lassiter:If the pattern of the past can be applied to the future, however,
$14.63
Total
some new device for embroiling us into war will soon be ineented We
$3027
Balance
say some new device because we regard the destroyer deal, not as a
Above is listed all the expenses
matter to be considered on its merits as presented by the interventionhave been able to run down.
ists, but as a trick for getting us into the war. That, it is incredible that tharl
expense
there is any other
50 destroyers mean, at the proponents said, the difference between If
to these games please
chargeable
victory and defeat for Great Britain.
to W. B. Davis, Lions
That was a cunning argument, because it appealed greatly to report it
If there is
Club, Murray, Ky.
many persons as a cheap price to pay for British victory, but the trouno other expense. as reported
ble with it is that it cannot be substantiated. Some of the bolder intera net for the Walventionists finally have admitted frankly that the 50 destroyers repre- above, we hace
lace Gordon fund of $30.27.
sented only a symbol of British requirements.
tendered to
hereby
is
Thans
The country is being led rapidly down the road to war. Just as
every one who had any part whatin 1914-17, toe propagandists are working overtime and apparently all
soever in making up this purse.
of the lessons of that war have been forgotten or ignored by many of
whether as booster, player, or
our leaders. And, in the process, attempts are being made to deceive
spectator. This contribution would
and bamboozle the people, as tbe destroyer deal shows. If we must go
not have been possible without
to war. let us go of our own free will and -with a firm conviction that
'your help and support. Therefore.
it is the only way. Let us nut be tricked into it. Let us not, under the
each of you feel as though it was
guise of "methods short, of war." be pushed in by the back door.—The St.
your part alone which made a
Louis Post-Dispatch, Sunday, September 1
success of it. In addition to the
EDITOR'S NOTE: Since this editorial was originally published, as may
gladness and --gratificotion which
be seen on the front page of today's issue, the transfer of the 50 destroyyou must now,have for your coners to Britain has already been consammated.
tribution to this worthy cause, we
many, many
labrers seem too be many and want to add oud
thanks.
willing.
LIONS CLUB
W. B. Davis
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL SCHOOL

OUR 1940
PROJECT

Dear Editor:
By Gray Charlton and
.lane Geurin
Far be it from me to enter- into
We have started on the ninth the disc-Amon going on among the
week of school with good interest Editor, Dr. Pogue. and Mr. Henry.
and fine attendance.
However, in common with many
Tuberculosis has long been a
other readers of your editorials. I
Honor Roll
menace to the populace of CalloThose on the honor roll for the should appreciate a more specific
way County. but the day for its month of August are as follows:
statement of your attack on our
in
ecorearnic system
Suppression appears near at hand.
First grade, Dale Charlton and American
grade. which you say peace and capitalism
• The Woman's Auxiliary of the Mary Mannings; second
many
believe
I
incompatible.
are
Calloway Counts- Medical Associ- Margie Fulcher; third grade, Ruth
want to know what system you
ation has set for its goal the con- Fulcher; fourth grade. Stella Morrecommend.
trol of this dreaded disease, and gan; 'fifth grade, Neva Garland; would
E. H. SMITH
has solicited the cooperation of seventh grade, June Geurin.
tre various civic organizations tilt We have elected new committees
Will you please explain also
Miligy are at followe; eweepers, Joe
tbe Cot-intg- • ..
-- •
what you mean by the "diplomacy
,
meg.
With the evident enthusiasm and AuSiteh and Elvin Scott: seat
patriotism?"—E. H. S.
MorMorgan.
ers,
Robbie
Howard
such
clubs,
local
the
from
support
Peggy Mannings, Kathleen
as—the Lions Club. Wontgin's Club, gan,
arHorpgmakers Club, Rotiry Club, Morgan and R. C. Scott; stage
Legion. Young Business rangers. Elaine Russell and June
American
Democracy are maintained.
Geurin; progrzm committee. Billie
Men's Club, etc„ and the endorseBy the phrase "the diplomacy of patriotism-, we meant the diplom- ment of the local health unit, Charlton and Stella Morgan; newt
Gray Charlton: road direcacy of war, the synthetic patriotism, like that of the German youth. there is no fear on the part of reporter,
tor, west road. Ruth Fulcher: keepwhich interprets war as the highest goal of the state. This is in no way the Auxiliary as to reaching :the ing the school ground clean, primdesired goal.
to be confused with the good solidapinotism of the individual who befirst grade.
The County Health Department,er and
lieves that war is the worst thing NI can befall the state. In opposi- has, labored long and faithfully-44 Those on program Monday are ag
follows: Bible reading. Wilma Fug
tion to the pseudo-patriotic view that war ennobles the state, we main- the effort to eradicate tuberculosis
songs. Robbie Morgan and
but the task is too great We. one Veil,
. that war destroys the elate, morally, socially, economically.
'
tab
Dyed,
Organization; it necessitates the Betty Hicks; poems, Clarnel
In our reference to disarmament as the solution to the peace problem, combining of efforts for the com- Ralph Geurin and June Geurire
riddles. Joe Russell, R. C. Scott
we meant total disarmament—not of one power but of all. Had it not mon goal.
The tentative plan is to organize and Robbie Morgan.
been for selfishneas during the decade after the last war, that could have
Our recent visitors have included
Association,
been accomplished then Thete may be a chance for: it in the near future. a County Tuberculosis
Russell. Joan Bynum_ Betty
the value of which is well recog- Sue
war.
wage
to
armaments
their
however,
use
Johnny Ann Hicks, He-C' r
natior.s,
Hicks,
So long as inirrical
nized throughout the State. But,
Morgan,
Gene Bynum. Eug•
we advocate adequate preparedness here. We believe the conscription there is a preliminary work to be
Geurirt. R. W. P. done; the people must become Geurin. Bobby
program. however, goes beyond the stage of adequateriess.
of such worth-while en- gess, Wayne Cools.... Henry Rue
cognizant
propreparedness
present
the
for
arguments
two
but
be
can
There
Eurie Garland, Mr.
deavor. Therefore. -each member James Nanny.
gram. First, that we mean to' wage war just as quickly a5 we become of the Auxiliary. is to be respons- Wavel Boggess. .Mr. Wess Russell,
Mr. Grey- ,Dyes
Scott,
Jim
Mr.
prepared: second. that we fear an invasion. You may dispense with the ible for a certain community. It
and Willie Chambers..
first argument as you choose. For the second, we say this A natien is her task to asceetain the numWe are planning to have a pie
ber of homes* in which there are.
victorious in Europe. should it decide to invade America. would have
night. SeptemI
or has been, a case of tuberculosis. supper Saturday
facing it a long and bitter struggle which ,ft,,could not wen. Even if it She is to arrange for a community ber 21. Everyone is invited to
did manage to get troops across the ocean—a well-nigh inconceivable meeting. at which time • local come.
We have a new set of library
task ir. itself—the menace of hungry Russia at its doorways would be physician will talk on the value books. Everyone is reading -and
the
prevention,
diagnosis.
early
of
j
enough to send its warriors scurrying back. It is not an ir.vasion we are care and treatment .of the ,disease enosang
them,
preparing for.
At a later, date, a clinic will be
held' when every member of tre
community will have the privilege
Then
of being tuberculin tested
the Auxiliary hopes to have each
The drive to push the United States into the war, against the positive reactor subjected to an
wishes of the Arrierican people'as revealed by polls of public opinions' x-ray. This will wve a definite
continues at, top speed. The war hawks, ho ever, change their tactics taalte„,.Reward control.
Already,
from time to time. They form America's srxth column.
plans are being made whereby inThey have apparently- dropped for a moment the proposal to digent, active - cases may be cared
Through the recommendasell, trade or trar.sfer 50 American destroyers to Greet Britain. This far.
amazing.'unsound and illegal proposal has never been made openly from tion from the County Health Deand
hawks
war
the
by
isolation cottages can be
grapevine
the
partment.
on
put
was
any official source. It
finally was brought into the open by Gen. Pershing, for :'ears on the built with NYA labor and furnished by -donations. Such cottages
retired list.
In referring to it. therefore: we say "sell. trade Or transfer" because have been preying satisfactory in
some interventionists would expect a sale: others are willing to trade the county as may be cited by
for naval bases or what not: the more enthusiastic want to give away ihicioll"w;eg(eee.
A mother if two children lost
this goodly part Of our navy. There is no official version.
her hutband about 18 months ago
-The neysterious circumstanceissyricke whicb••this idea gained cur- She secured employment on a
.
reify deserve investigation. As rd ''ina news story today, in the WPA project. During a physical
latter part ai Jaly a representative of the Post-Dispatch was told that '-heck-up. she was found to be
a 'deal to turn the destroyers over to Britaire'was in the making. that working with a daily temperature
Gen. Pets/111g would shortly propose it in a radio'speech'phff -that soon She was x-rayed and showed an Tax Books Are Now in My
thereafter it would be indorsed in a speech by Prime Minister Churchill advanced
stage of tuberculosis.
Hands—Ready to Receive
This information, as it turned out. was 100 per cent accurate. But She was isolated in a cottage,
Payments
30
July
on
Post-Dispatch.
The,
appear.
to
by
built
WPA labor and- furnished
here the mystery -begins
, friends. The mother is imasked Col. Aaamson, Gen. Par_shing's aid, and the press section of the by
proving,
Don't forget your Dog Taxes
War Department- if the General was -to make such a proposal.and the
This is only one instance of the
answer was that they had no information' of it.. Four days later the
General. spoke and was congratulatedthe Secretary of State. Mr. many opportunities that await the
ir
expressed the hope that "our Auxiliary in this County.'
ittilsfilisiteeen days later, Mn Church
-The task' is a great one: the
fends across the 'ocean will' settd yYa timely reinforcement to bridge
:
• Neff
of 1939 and the war flotillas of challenge - adds impetus and en- Sheriff of Calloway County
the gap between the peatie Mot
thuia•isr'Cr' ly tee -field is white
1941."
"this time the SillillMINNIMEMEMINN
Within three weeks of the time of the Post-inspatch inquire., despite denials at Gen. Persting's office.. both the General and Churchill
had spoken.
Is it poseibIe Gen Perehing's aide would not have known of the
imminence of this important.public statement? Did the 'General hi:'
self know? Wileoasked the General to speak? Was,it his own idea , •
not? If it was not his own idea whose idea was ft? These things s
not spring out of clear air
The plot thickens after inquiry by this nevispaper disclosed te
Gen Pershing was asostee by various persons in preparation for i. 1
address Joseph Aliop. a Washington eolumnist, an ardent war Age . I
Red Ash Jellico, Lump or Egg Sizes
whoes very. close to. the White House. being a relative of. both Mr. ar.,i1
Mrs Roosevelt ,arranged the broadeast. Walter Lippmahn was cis
Sixth Vein Oil Prepared Stoker
suited La-fore the!addrese was delivered It was suggested by Gen' Joni
Black Diamond Egg
son thet William Allen White chairmaff et a pro-intervention comic. • .
tee of citizens, had written the Iwech. but White denied it: -No one 15, ,
heves that Gen Pershing originated.,the idea or wrote the speech. Ale • i
..id,
,
and Lippmann. after te.lbilly. out Gen 'Pershing, devoted their -‘
syndteated coluums to the destroyer deal.
We are at your service at all times
Hull's public spnrce.al of the .Pershing speech indi- I
-.'
_
- Secretery
Cates sera, clearly that the White House, if not ectualls' playing a se- 1
cret Part an the mutter, highly approved it. Hull is too experienced, a
diplomat lto be photographed with Gen Pershing after the speech %mien.. he.was sure the President v.q.s in fever of it. In (att, the report was
ourren' •fea- days after .the „speech that'the President might sponsor i
The Oldeit e0a1 Yard in West MCntU(ky
royer deal'.
the
-yanfwered. indi- I
1.
.the stiory. while many qiiestionferemain to.
- ,-,--s-reore—sc-eme4-e e
a
'Fatelth.nftietaIhreei.efeee
By Mrs. E. L. Garrett. Presidest
Women's Auxiliary, Calloway
County Medical Society

Hazel Wallops
Redwings Twice
By Sam Boyd Neely
The Hazel Hawkeyes came to
town Sunday with dynamite in
their bats to soundly defeat the
highly touted Murray Redwings
in a doubleheader, by the score of
2-0 and 10-9. Boasting five victories for six encounters with the
Redwings, the Hawkeyes left no
doubt of their superiority over the
Murray club.
Jumping into a 2-0 lead in the
first inning of the initial game.
Oliver, visiting pitcher, kept the
songbirds' wings trimmed closely
with a stellar two-hit performance,
allowing only one Redwing to soar
as far as second.
In the nightcap, the Hawkeyes
were , invinciable once again. Refusing to be beaten, they came
from behind on the short end of a
6-2 count to win going away 109. A six-run barrage from the
Hawkeyes' bat was featured by a
triple by Bray with the bases
loaded. Adding insult to injury
the Hazel aggregation ran up a
10-6 count and coasted home with
"Iron Man" Oliver doing double
duty.

errsa•Acx

and Robbie L. Crouse.
The children making the honor
roll the first month of school
Utterof
The following students
back school attained the honor were Mason Crouse, Juanita D.
roll for the second month of the McReynolds, Ruth Ray Rowland,
current school year:
and Bobble Sue Poyner.
First grade, Mason Crouse, Juanita D. McReynolds, and Ruth Ray
Guy Blakeman of Adair counRowland.
ty burned 18 tons of lime. He
Third grade, Joe Watkins.
made a square stack, alternating
Fourth grade, Bobbie Sue Poy- layers of logs and limestone, and
ner.
then set the togs afire. He is
planning to spread the lime a ton
Fifth grade, Wilbur Lacy.
Seventh grade, Gene Thurmond to the acre.
SCHOOL
HONOR ROLL

Wo
BUY YOUR

House Wiring Supplies and Fixtures
M. & W. AUTO SUPPLY, Mayfield, Ky.
LARGE STOCKS ... LOW PRICES

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
In All Modes
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
Silverware

POTTERTOWN HONOR ROLL
Those making the honor roll for
the second month are as follows:
First grade—J. T. Todd.
Second grade—Jimmie Outland.
Porter Hutchens, Aaron Colson,
Betty Hicks.
Fourth grade—Marjorie Nance.
Fifth grade—Polly Fitts, Hilda
Grey Todd, Calvin Todd, Junior
Roberts, and Bobby Gene Hutchens.
Sixth grade—Annie Rushing's.
Mae
Seventh
grade— Rubye
Smotherman, Cleatus Nanney.
Eighth grade—Dorothy Hale.

West Side Court Square

H.B. BAILEY

THE JEWELER

HAMS WANTED!
•

Friday and Saturday
August 30 & 31

Guaranteed

HIGHEST MARKET
PRICES

14c
11c
10c
8c
6c
15c

•

J. 'T. WALLIS & SON

Boggess Produce Co.

The 1940 Tax Books
Are Now Open

2cr DISCOUNT

On All Taxes Paid
Before November
1, 1940

.

4

—

CALL 150 FOR

HIGHEST GRADE COALS

•

• •

BUTTERWORTH &--FARMER

. . ._

Delivered, Per Ton $500

The Quality 6;a
- 1 .. . No Trash ... No Clinkers

JELL CO
STOKER-COAL'
Extra High Grade

Per Ton

Per Ton
/N

The Geod. Grade We Guarantee To Work s To Perfection

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY!
•
•

i
ploc
1K
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A

COAL COMPANY

Phone 3

Murray, Ky.
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$7"

PHONE NO. 3 AND PLACE YOUR ORDER!
Get - the Coal that Is Known For Quality!
•

J. I. FOX
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Let Us Not Be Tricked Into War

Mesda
Ente

•

Will Pay Delivered

— For —
Springers
Heavy Hens
Leghorn Springers
Leghorn Hens
Roosters
Eggs
Telephone 441
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TMVRSDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 5, 1940.
MRS. HARRY I. SUMO, Editor

PHONE 247, PLEASE

ci E
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.

Woman's Club To Hold First Regular
Meeting In New Home

Mrs. Hub Dunn, Mrs. Carroll Lassiter and Mrs. Lottie Summers
and little daughter. Diane, of
Miami, Fla., were present.
• •• • •
Service Circle Meets Tuesday
Afternoon
The Service Circle of the First
Christian Church met Tuesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. W.
Z. Carter with Mrs. 0. B. Boone
assisting in the hostess duties.
Mrs. Clyde Jones presimed over
the 'maims& session in the absence of the chairman, Mrs. L. W.
Letmeic.- The devotional was conducted-by Mrs. Morris Crass. Mrs.
Clifford Melugin spoke in the interest of the Red Cross work. Mrs.
Marion W. Berry was presented
the Service Circle gift.
The hostesses served an ice
course during the social hour to
the fifteen members present.
• • •••
Shroat-Huie Marriage
Is Announced
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Shroat, Sr.,
have announced the marriage of
their dabghter, Marjorie, and Robert Wilson Hide, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lilburn Huie, which was
solemnized on August 14, MO, by
the Rev. David M. Ausmus in
Mayfield.
was attired in a
Mrs. Huie
powder blue frock with navy accessories.
Her corsage was of
white rosebuds and lilies of the
valley.
The young couple were attended
by Mrs. James F. Buie, Miss Jane
Hale and Charles Mason' Baker.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hule are
graduates of Murray High School
and Will enter Murray State College this fall.

The Murray Women's Club will*
hold the first regular business dolph, Mrs. John W. Frost of
meeting of the new year on Thurs- Louisville, Mrs. M. G. Carman,
day afternoon, September 12, at Mrs. Preston Ordway, Mrs. Beale
three o'clock In the new Woman's Outland, Mrs. Mervin Fulton, Mrs.
Club Community House on Vine_ Clifford Melugin, Mrs. Marshall
Street. Mrs. Hall Hood, the chair- Berry, Mrs. John D. Rather, Mrs.
man, will preside, and requests T. H. Stokes, Mrs. B. 0. Langston,
that all members be present to Mrs. H. C. Curry, Mrs. Charles
take up routine business for the Stewart, Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes,
Mrs. R. R. Meloan, Mrs. Hugh
year.
Included in the plans for the Houston, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs.
afternoon will be a shower for the Jack Farmer, Mrs. J. R. Oury,
club kitchen and house. Members Mrs. Nat Ryan, Mrs. Dewey Nelare requested to bring donations son, Mrs. A. Carman and Mrs. E.
including kitchen utensils, glass- J. Beale
ware, linens, money or anything
that may be used in the new club Members Of Beach Family
house.
Enjoy Reunion
Members of the pioneer Beach
Mesdames Whitnell And Kirk
family gathered in their annual
Entertain
reunion at the home of C. J.
Pierce, west of Kirksey, on SunMrs. Will H. Whitnell and Mrs. day, August 26. In addition to
Ed Frank Kirk were co-hostesses scores of uncles, cousins, aunts and
at a series of lovely summer in-laws who enjoyed seeing each
parties on Thursday and Friday other again, neighbors of Mr.
afternoons of last week at the Pierce joined in making the athome of the former on Olive St. tendance more than 200 people.
Alice Waters Society
The rooms where tables were
Holds Meeting
A bountiful spread of good eats
placed for bridge were decorated
lawn
apaejous
with bowls and vases of garden were served on the
The
Alice Waters Society of
Tfie,children
home.
Pierce
of the
flowers.
•
enjoyed themselves plating on the Christian Service held the regPrizes tor high and second high hills and in the woodland and the ular meeting Tuesday afternoon
score were won on Thursday by elders passed a delightful afternoon at the Methodist Church
with
Miss Jane Melugin and Mrs. A. H. swapping yarns under the shade Mrs. Bryan Tolley presiding.
Kopperud, and on Friday by Mrs. of spreading trees.
The program leader for the afterEvery one
Marshall Berry and Mrs. Jack present had a good time and it noon was Mrs. A. D. Butterworth
Farmer.
was decided to make the gathering who conducted the Bible study and
The hostesses served a delight- an annual affair from year to year. prayer. The subject for study was
Jul salad plate at the conclusion
• •• • •
"The Call For Worship," and the
of the games.
opening song' was "All Hail the
Book And Thimble Club
The guest list included Mrs. Hal
The
Power of Jesus' Name."
Compliments Mrs. Beard
Houston, Mrs. C. J. McDevitt,
"Bulletin" was read by Mrs. A. F.
Mrs, 0. B. Boone, Mrs. W. Z. 'Car- - Mrs. Carmon Graham was hostess Doran, and a poem, "Life's Heritter, Misses Juliet and Anna Diltz last Wednesday at her home to age", by Mrs. Butterworth. A. reHolton, Mrs. E. S. Diugiud, Jr., the Book and Thimble Club. A port on the "Foreword" entitled
Mrs. George E. Overby. Miss Jane feature of the afternoon's enter-. "Investing Our Heritage" was preHolland. tainment was the surprise shower sented by Mrs; Tolley, following
Melugin, Mrs. Robert
Mrs. Pogue Outland, Mrs. Tom which was presented Mrs. Vieen which the group sang "Lead, 0
Rowlett, Mrs. Marvin Whitnel, Mrs. Beard.
King Eternal." A further report
A delightful party plate was on the "Foreword" was given by
,Carlisle
Cutchin, Mrs. Charles
Williamson, Mrs. Wells Overby. served.
Mrs. E. A. Tucker who also outMrs. Beard, Mrs. Dewey Jones, lined briefly her plans as incomMrs. Harry Broach, Mrs. A. H.
Joe
Mrs.
Hale,
Charlie
Kopperuds Mrs. E. B. Howton, Mrs.
ing president of the society:
Mrs. Jack Kennedy. Miss Lula Baker, Mrs. 011ie Chambers, Mrs.
The meeting was closed with
Clayton Beale, Miss Elizabeth Ran- Herman Ross Mrs. Boyd Gilbert, prayer by Miss Alice Waters.
• •• ••
Grahams Have Birthday
Dinner September 3

Fine Cleaning Can Be Done at
LOW PRICES!
Monday-Tuesday
SPECIALS

DRESSES
SUITS
COATS..

29c

TROUSERS
SKIRTS
TWO for ..

•
Here's a

PICTURE
of Fall
Smartness!
It's the couple
across the street

z
who always are so attractively dressed. They're always being
invited out to parties, but how can they manage to dress so
well on a limited income? Their secret can be your secret too!
Send your clothes to us this week. You'll be thrilled to see
them come back looking so bright and new. Send your draperies and horhe furnishings to us too—you'll be,-. doing a lot of
entertaining if you follow their formulae

PHONE 141
FREE CALL FOR' AND DELIVERY SERVICE

MODEL CLEANERS
Glenn Coy, Mgr.
719 W. Poplar.St.
kqe,lq;.19 r,Atr,

r A,

k

Murray, Ky.

'F'

'

11

Linville, treasurer; Miss Mary Ellen Brandon, reporter; Miss Sadie
Nell Farris, sergeant-at-arms.
They are looking forward to an
interesting year under the direction of their capable instructor
Miss Ethel Mae Paschall.
• • • ••
Elm Grove %VMS Holds
Regular Meeting
The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Elm Grove church met
Wednesday, August 21, at the
church. Thirteen members were
present.
Mrs.Neutrice Hale led tfie devotional services which were taken
from Psalms 91, 37, 25, Psalms 103,
17, 18. The group sang "How Firm
a Foundation."
Others Lakin part on the program were Mrs. Edna Garner, Mrs.
Myrtle Futrell,- Mrs. Stella Fterell,
Mrs. Otie Wells, Mrs. Louise Hale,
Mrs. - Annie Parker, Mrs. Mandy
Hale, Mrs. One Outland, Mrs. Oury
McDealel, Mrs. Allie Outland and
Mrs. Zella Futrelle.
Following the program a business meeting was held with Mrs.
Edna Garner, president, in charge.
Mrs. William David Outland gave
the benediction.
The society urges all members
to come and eisitors are always
welcome.
The ;group held a mission study
class 4.uguet 14. Th class was
taught by Miss Beale and was
greatly enjoyed by all present. The
Sugar Creek WMS met with us at
this time and was welcomed by
all.
• .5 • • •
Jerry Williams Celebrates
Birthday

Mies Jeffrey Is Hostess
At Skating Party

Phoneix, Ariz, at Hotel Patrick, and Mrs. Houston Lax, Mr. and
325 West Washington St.
Mrs. J. W. Dunn, Mr. and Mrs.
• ••••
Orville
McClure, Mrs. Carrye
Miss Rosemary Jeffrey entertained her friends with a skating Mrs. Fay McClure Warren Is
Hughes, Mrs. Joan Lax, Mrs. FanFarewell
Shower
Given
party at the rink on the Lynn
nie Hendon, Mrs. Robert McCulsGrove highway last Wednesday
A surprise household shower was ton, Mrs. Ora Stubblefield, Mrs.
evening.
given in honor of Mrs. Fay Mc- Wiley Hatfield, Mrs. Alton AnderAll forms of skating such as bag
son, Mrs. Ike Wilkinson, Mrs. Rowtag, balloon tag, and couple skat- Clure Warren at the home of her ens Stubblefield, Annie Willis,
McOdia
and
Mrs.
parents,
Mr.
ing occupied the guests' time.
Eulala Lovins, Maurelle ClendenClure, on Wednesday evening be- on, Gray Farley. Marelle StubbleThose present were 'Misses Bobs
fore her departure for Detroit field, Nedra Alexander, Willie
Stewart, Naomi Lee
Whitnell, Thursday.
Stubblefield and Allies StubbleWanda Lou Farmer, Anna Jean
Those present were Mr. and field.
Gibbs, Jo Ann Farris, Janet Farmer, Bobbie Sue and Charlene Orr, Mrs. Bill Warren and son, Mr. and
Messrs. Brent Hughes, Kenneth Mrs. Milburn Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Holland To Be Honored
Mock, Ben Crawford, Duval Stone, Allie Knight Stubblefield, Mr. and
By Re-union
Bobbie Robbins. Robert_ Glen Jef- Mrs. Otis Lovins, Mr. and Mrs.
RayMr.
and
Mrs.
Wisehart,
Pete
G. W. "Esquire George" Holland
frey. and the hostess.
••• • •
mond Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. who will be ninety years old
Rainey Lovins, Mr. and Mrs. March 19, 1941, will be honored
Miss Mary Rushing Becomes
Dewey Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. by a re-union at the home of Mt.
Bride Of Gus Lancaster
Glenth Wisehart, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Alton Anderson near
A wedding of much interest to Edd LevinsrMrs. Fannie Wisehart,' New Concord, on Sunday, Septemher many friends of Kentucky Mrs. Noel ,,Warren and daughter,
(Continued on Page Eight)
was that of Miss Mary Rushing to Mrs. George Dunn, Mrs. Clarence
Mr. Gus Lancaster.
Stubblefield, Mrs. Clay McClure,
The bride, 21, is the daughter of Mrs. Sam Warren, Mrs. Estelle
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. "Squire" Rush- Spiceland, Mrs. Aylon McClure
ing of Murray, Ky. The groom, and daughter, Velma. Lorene, and
26, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. Lovelle McClure, Norma Dale McCuiston, Mary Dunn, Wilma LovB. Lancaster of Stafford, Ariz.
ins, James Wisehart, Alton WarThe single ring ceremony was
Gene Lovins, Joe Parker Mcperformed on June 6, 1940, in ren,
Cuiston, Bernice Wisehart, Mr. and
Tijuania, Mexico.
Mrs. Odia McClure, Myrtis, Nell,
The bride wore a lovely creation and Mason McClure, and Mrs.
of blue with wine accessories.
Fay Warren.
Accurately and Carefully
Mrs. Lancaster tor the past
Those sending gifts were Mr.
Compounded of Purest
year has lived in Bostonia, Calif. and Mrs. Hoyt McClure and Max,
Drugs
They will make their home in Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hendon, Mr.

Prescriptions

Jerry Williams celebrated his
tenth birthday with a hamburger
supper Monday evening at the
home of Mr. and Mrs: Le D.
Williams. Supper was cookdd. on
the out-door furnace, and games
were enjoyed. The honoree received gifts appropriate to the occasion from his friends.
Those present included Harry
Smith. Robert Glen Jeffrey, Joe
Pat Thompson, Jimmie and Freddie Whitnell, Ronald Churchill.
Jr.. Harold Miller, William Hopkins, Pat and Tom Sykes. Bill
Rowlett, Sonny Crass and Jerry
Williams.

Right Now is the
Time to Remodel
and Repair!

Mr. And Mrs. Alonzo Forrest
Are Honored
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Darnell complimented their daughter 'and sonin-law with a household shower
Saturday, August 10, at their home.
After pleasing conversation the
gifts were opened by the honorees.
Mrs. Forrest was before her marriage Miss Ruby Daniell.
Delicious refreshments of cake
and iced lemonade were served to
the following:
Mrs. Jane Cooper, Mrs. Lillie
Broach, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Snow,
Mrs. Eunice Adams, Mrs. Audie
Crouch, Mrs. Annie Stone, Mrs.
Ethel Sheridan. Mrs.- Floy Weatherspoon, Mrs. Lottie Cooper; Mrs.
le Manning and baby, Mrs.
e Major* Mrs. Lucille Haneline, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Haneline,
Mrs. Theron cratich and baby,
Mrs. Jewell Byrd, Mrs. Eurma
Richie, Mrs. Mary Francis Haneline and baby, Mrs. Lottie Armstrong, Mrs. Finney. Mr. and Mrs.
Jason Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Forrest.
Misses Net and Minnie Cooper.
Magdalene and Louise Manning,
Louise Jones, Opal Broach. Helen
Cooper, Sue Crouch, Norma Jean
Crouch, Mary Stone, Annie Nell
Frankie and Dortha Sue Richie,
Anna Jean Byrd, Lucille -Sheridan.
Verba Nell Cooper.
Those sending gifts included
Mrs. Luella Sheridan, Mrs. Ethel
Key, Mrs. Daisy Crawford, Mr. and
Mrs. Chastene Stone, Edgar Cooper, Mrs. Clara Nelle Massey, Mr.
and Mrs. Morel Forner of Akron,
O., Mrs. Myrtle Rogers, Mrs. Marshall Darnell, Mrs. William Smith,
Mrs. Hattie Haneline, Mr. and Mrs.
Jennings Wilkerson of Dawson
Springs, Mr. and Mrs. John Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Forrest, Mrs.
Alice Richie, Mrs. Mary Douglass,
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Darnell, Mrs,
Laurell Forrest.

Friends and relatives gathered at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ryan
Graham, Tuesday evening. September 3, it being Mrs. Graham's birthday. When the Grahams returned
from _ towtreethe crowd was ga
isred- there 'with baskets of f
It was was a complete surprise to
Mrs. Graham. A large table with
delicious food was spread and enjoyed by all. Mrs. Graham received
many nice gifts.
Those present were as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Blakely, Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Graham, Mrs. Sallie
Stroud. Millard Graham. Mr. and
Mrs. Curt Graham, Mr. and Mrs.
0. W. Whitlow, Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Byers and baby Charles Wayne,
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Mahan, Mrs.
Lizzie Hopkins. Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Noble Hopkins, -Mr. and Mrs. Keys Blakely
and baby Billy Dwain, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Boston, Mr. and Mrs. R.
W. Blakley, Rev. and Mrs. L. D.
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Pace
and son Ronald Hughes, Misses
Hilda Jones. Mary Katherine and
Dorothy Sue Smith, Rubene Graham, Rhoda Sue Mahan, Virginia
Hopkins. and Betty Sue Byers;
James Blakley, Taut and Miller
Hopkins, H. W. Wilson, Dennie
Ray Boston. and Mr. and Mrs.
Ryan Graham and son Jerry Don.
• • • ••
Hazel Home Ec Club Meets
At School Friday
_
Family Reunion Is Held At
Hughes Home
The Hazel Horne Esonomics Club
held its first meeting of the school
Relatives gathered at the home
year on Friday afternoon, August of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Hugh.twenty-third, and elected the fol- Sunday. August 25i-for a family
lowing officers for the year:
reunion in honor of Mrs. Hughee
Miss Gerthal Armstrong, presi- Miler John W. Doran and her sisdent; Miss Dorothy Dean McPher- ter Mrs. E. D. Fulton and family
son. vice-president; Miss Maurine of Hickory Point, Tenn. One sitSteele secretary
Miss Dorotha ter, Mrs R B Hughes. Farming

I-VIVvl.11WARALCUIRVA,WWalZ
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ton, Ky., was absent.
The
guests
brought
basket
lunches, and the entire day was
greatly e'njoyed.
Those present for this delightful
occasion were Mr. John W. Doran,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Wrather, north
of Murray; Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
Fulton, Hickory Point, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Cull Adair, Buchanan,
Tenn.: Mrs. Robert Edwards, Murray; Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Hughes,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Cull Adair, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Fulton and children, Patsy and Phirlip of Clarksville, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. George
Hughes and daughter Peggy of
Puryear, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Buren Poyner and chilldren, Ella
Van and Gerald Dah, south of
Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Willie McCullinn of Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Johnniellughes and children, William Luther and Hilda Gray of
Murray: Mr. and Mrs. Preston Taylor of Buchanan, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Dudley Hughes, east of Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Adair
and daughters, Frances and Ella
Fay , of Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Hughes, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Belcher,
north of Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Hughes, Midway; Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Rowland and children,
W. D. Maxine, Aulsey, Billy Joe,
and Nancy Lue, near Murray; Mr.
and Mrs. Toy Hughes and children,
east of Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Lake
Hall. Midway.
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Fall Only 3 Weeks Away!
Our Low Prices Make It
Possible For You To Have
a Perfect Home • •
Check
Home
Now!

See Us First!

• Roof
.n thin, leaky

old one
causes discomfort, wastes
fel. See us!

•Windows
windows
... you need storm
stripping for
and weather comfort!

chimney

•

cause
... wastes heat, mightrepair!
fire. Yours may need

• Insulation
. . . needed for warmth

in
winter, coolness, in summer.
See us.

Whether you intend to build a fine new
home or whether you wish to modernize
your present home, see MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY first! Be assured-of fittest workmanship and materials by dealing with a
firm with an enviable reputation for honesty
and fair dealing! Our reAsonable prices
make it easy for you to carry out your home'
plans, and further, specal terms for both
building and remodeling under the FHA can
be arranged. Remember, you citn depenil on
Murray Lumber Company's workmanship.

Phone 262

•Basement
.... we can build a fun room
.. ideal for -long winter evenings.

•Paint
. add value

Murray Lumber Co.

to home and
beauty too. See us for best
s,
with economy.

'IA 1,01r /AV

Builders of Quality Homes for Over 25 Years
.k

r

/Mc'
,AT

41,14,‘•?,,%11 ,

Beautiful Poplar 'Heights Addition
LOCATED BETWEEN TWELFTH AND FOURTEENTH STREETS, SOUTH---OE MAIN, IS NOW
OPEN FOR YO OR INSPECTION
This, the best residential district adjoining Murray, has complete conveniences, including sewerage, water and
lights.

S.

Four modern homes have just been completed on this property, which is fully approved by the Federal Housing
Administration. Now is the time to acquire lots and property while prices a?e reasonable. The best investment
any person can make lies in real estate.
VISIT THIS NEW ADDITION. Pick out a building site, select your home, and we will give you a complete job'.
You will be thrilled at the ease with which you can own a lot and home of your own. FEEL FREE TO CALL ON
US AT ANY TIME.

J. T. HUGHES, Owner, with Murray Lumber Co.
•
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Lynn Grove High
School News

children of Detroit are visiting
their parents and grandparents Mx
and Mrs. Ernest Erwin.
Mrs. Mary Paschall and son
Five of the Pigue men visite(' Rudolph attended the .revivol serPlans are being made for a grade
their faille''s grave at Pleasant viea-s at Kirksey last Thursday operetta to be given soon. No
Grove Cemotery Sunday morn- eeening.
definite date has been set Watch
ing. The father, the late Rev. R.
Dr. and Mrs. Warner and chil- the paper for announcements conK Figur, • filled many Important dren of Pad'ucah visited with their cerning this program. .
_charges in the Memphis Confer- cousins Mr. and MIS. Roby McThe Junior and Senior English
ence and was a minister so filled Pherson and daughters, Sunday.
with the holy spirit that he did Charlie Warner. who had spent a clowns have been studying- public
speaking.
Some phases of their
His
last
much good in the ministry.
few weeks with relatives here,
months were spent on his farm -in returned home with his parents, study were introduction of speakers, platform behavior, and voice
'this vicinity. With his wife Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Outland ef the
Nellie Pigue now of Paducah-Bro. county. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hale control. In connection with this
Pigue numbered his friends by the of Murray visited with Mr. and unit. Miss"- Mildred Swann was
asked to speak to the class. The
thcaLsands and since hit passing Mrs. John
McPherson- ..S.nniday.
spr
on "Proper Entertainsome 10 years ago two of his Mrs. Laura Hale, who had spent renks
sons who were at his bedside dur- three weeks in this home. return- ment", were enjoyed very much
ing his last illness, have passed & home with her son Charlie. by the class. Barkley Jones was
chosen to introdece Miss Swann.
on. Well do we remember a rib°,
,sball
Mrs. Hale, a fine
The Senior class selected their
tation -Of Bro.'Piitifes
lerider-r oldof 83 whom we. have had
1.w-zings Tuescily. August 27: and
- prelik.
-1001e OF-seeing several 4
clap _eaffieers. The ofBro. K. G. , Dunn filled his reg- .eimes during her stay in the also -their
a
appointnient at Pleasant neighborhood. Ed Hale and .daugh- (leers are as 'follows: ,, president.
ular
Jones; -.VFW- president,
Grove Sunday, and at the close of• ter areteed Monday. t,9 visit Joie Barkley
obert -Lee' Kelly; - saaretary,, Kare
Th preaching hour the sacrament tivertin this einicity.
treasurer, Margaret
11
Hutchens;
" was perfaken of by a large numAmos Paschall, who with his Key.
ber.
family had lived some 'Xi years
The Junior class also elected
Mrs. X G. ,Durn's sister with in Arkansas and whose death was their-officers-which included; 1,, 'her son Charles of Illinois attend- mentioned lag week. fermerly with idente ',Tames Rotgois. vice-1Y , - ed _church services here - Sunday. his wife Mrs. Zora Story Paschall. dent,L-Natnplon Erwin: secretary,
"Grandpa" Gupton of Stella vis- lived near Crossland. Ky.. in Ten- Barbara Nell Harris: treasurer,
ited a few days last week With his nessee. He is a cousin of Mrs. Juanita Arnett.
,
.new., greet gratddaughter. aOricy Emmi Miles and C. RoPaschall of . The Parents-Teachers AssociaMarie Boyd. and family. On his this vicinity and has several rela- tion will 'meet* Wednesday. Sepreturn home with his grends, n. tives in this .and Henry county.
tember 4: This will be the first
Dents Boyd, they called on
•
Mr. and. Mrs. Gingles Barnes an- meeting of the.school year.
Windsor who is still on th,•
We were proud to have Rev.
nounce the arrivel of a 7-pound
list.
daughter. Ruby Jane. on Septem- Harold Howard conduct our de--Mrs. Lora Douglass Cooper • oh_ ber 2. Both mother and baby
are votional exercises Friday mornhas been-quite ill remains Liner - •.Oing nicely. Mrs. Barnes was ing. August 30. Rev. Howard
proved..
Eula .,May Gupton. clatigh- spoke on the topic "Facingothe
. At a recent reunion of the. Gro- .. • of Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Gup. Right Way" in a very inspirational
gan -families and others. neereOld ten. before her marriage.
manner, and his remaeles - were
Providence. Stanley. Grogram and !
thoroughly enjoyed by all presfamily et' Detroit were among th• '
ent.
ritrenhO' present. Be' and see.
Rev. Howard will enter school
.
others attended .the services .
at Yale University at the beginheard Eder Poigner preach.
ning of the fall term.
the Providence Primitive Baptie
The Sophomore class entertained
PatientS admitted- to the *Willaurch.
the . Seniors with a party Tuesday
Congratulations to Ltietan Adams. iam Mason Memorial hospital dur- afternoon at their regular Engof nos vicinity for his'fine tobacco ing the past week are as follows: lish class period.. This was given
Frances eifirillard. Murray:
.
-patch.
as the disc of, a conversational
Mrs. Eimer Mast. of Detroit' is Mrs. ton Thornton. Murray; Miss unit. Dorothy Jo Hart served as
visitirte- her parents • Mr. and Mrs. Alice ht- Andersen. Murray: Ray hestess.
Merrier-ma Carter, and
Clarence Cunningham. While .ii. Brownfield. Murray: Mrs. Vernon Dale
Myers welcomed the guests
this vicinity -she. attended church Stalls. Murray:. Bane Stalls, Mur- at the door. Eulalia Darnell and
Mr. Most . who ray: John Smith Clinton: Sue
arcs-ices here.
Hugh Kelso furnished the enteraccompanied his wife -here, after a *Jones. Dukedom; John B: Undertainment.
Refreshments
were
shirt illness returned to his home. wood. DresOen, Tenn.: - Duncan
served
at the close of the hour.
°GrandrnOther". Dunn. widow at Konnerley. Ft. H.ary. Tenn.; Jim-.
.The- following guests attended:
the late NeLse 'Dunn and about 85 mie Etheridge. MOrray.
Karnell Hutchens, Eugene Jones,
Years'44 age--..elied. last Friday_ liana . Patients Tdissueses ed 'from the hos- -Rasttiey..nenet. Robert Lee -Kelly.
. burial services being. held at Hazel pital ,daring the past week includMargaret Key. Evelyn Miller, CalSaturday,- Her...atm. Pink Dunn. ed: Willie Hendon, Paris. Term.:
vin Murdock. Grace Wilseln.
lived with his. Mother. Thus' it Mary Trances Willard. Murraly:
W. Woods, Ernestine Wright. Billie
Wilkins,. Paducah: Ray
seams many of the older one"are F.
Wilkins.
e •
pawing away.
Brownfield. Murray: E. V. Rice,
Our chapel program for MonNenry Charlton last week res. Gilbertsville: Mrs. Harry Kelly.
ported that nis sister. Mrs. Nora
Tenn, Mrs. -Elvie Dun- day morning. September 2, consisted
of a quiz program, by two
Cltariton Simms a St.' Louis, who can..'- Aimee. Mrs Vernon Stalls,
has been ill fur several weeks, is Murray:' laby Stalls. Murray: John former students; Miss Mildred
'and Miss Tennie Wilson
anairnprovel
R. Smith. Clinton.: Edw. Mathis. Swatin
Rogers. Two persons were chosen
M- are; alfs Joe ErwM
from each class. • They were as
follows: Seniors. Barkley Jones
ant-Margaret- Key;- Juniors. Lady
Barbara Nell
Ruth Marine and
I
Harris: Sophomores, Dale Myers
and. Charlene Cochrum; Freshmen,
Granite. as lasting as the ages,
Milton Baker and Maxine Crouch.
will perpetuate the metnorY of
The Juniors won the contest with
yolir loved ones.
the score of .55. ..
The quit was not only enterMarkers aslow as $1.
5
taining but eduCational as well. e
Our visitors during the past week
Murray
were Kathryn Wilkins, Rieth Agnes Carter, Watson Arnett. Hilson
Myers, Mae Wright John Ed StevVe-Oer Orr, Mgr.
ens, Isaac Ford. 'Josephine -Crawford. Glendal Reeves. Nbah Ed'Phone 121
Murray, Ky.
ward Armstrong. Odine Swann.
Evetyn
Lou Lockhart. Donald

I

S. Pleasant Grove

Hospital News
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Cedar Knob News

TOGETHER FOR THIRD TIME

Hello folks! Here comes the
Cedar Knob News for the new fall
month. .
Mr. and Mrs. Wade, Oliver. Mr.
and Mrs. Truman Oliver and children. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Petty,
"Aunt Mollie" Maynard, Mr. and
Mrs. -Johnnie Simmons and chitaren. Mr. and Mrs. Otis Maynard
and children, Henry Hutson, Mr.
and Mrs. Eunice Housden and children were Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr. and -Mee Jim Simmons and "Uncle Cub" Bishop and
son Ivy Bishop, Ivy Bishop, who
has been ill for sometime remains very ill at this writing. We
wish for him a speedy .recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Alma Burton and
grandchildren, Mrs. Jessie „Strum-one. Mr. and Mrs: Warlict Hutson and children, Mrs. 011ie Lamb
were guests of Mrs. Linda Simmons and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons, Sunday.
Miss Annie Willis was the guest
of her brother, Bert Willis and
Mrs. Willis and assited them in
canning grapes Monday.
Hatten Lewis, Pete Wisehart.
Clyde' Mitchell, Houston - Lax,
Johnnie Simmons, Mr. and Mrs.
Jess Dick, James Wisehart, and
Hassel Brown'.were in Murray
In "Indy Hardy Meets Debutante." opening today and Friday at the alepday.
Mss Mary Lucille Simmons was
Varsity Theatre, Judy Garland makes her second appearance with the
famous hardy Family and her third with Mickey Rooney. Judy was first a business visitor at Toddville's
stiB
iro
eb Monday.•
Introduced to the Ilardys in "Love Finds Andy Hardy." end then scored
ams cut tobacco Monoutstanding
success
with
in
"Babes
in
an
Rooney
Arms." In the new day.
Pete Wischart cut tobacco Tilespicture, ninth of the series, which has its locale in New York City, Jady
day. • • .1
sbons Ands the town. nith hilarious results.
Kentucky Bell was busy all day
Wednesday canning tomatoes
grapes, and corn.
OUTLAND SCHOOL NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons and
•
son were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
By Mildred Hopkins
Tom Vaughan Wednesday night.
This is the beginning of the third
Mrs. Linda Simmons was the
The following patients were ad
mined to the Keys-Houston Clin:c month of school and we have had geust of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
22 absentees this last month.
Simmons and children Wednesday
Hospital this week:
The school went on a picnic to night.
Mrs. Hugh Cooper. near Murray: Bob Noble Park. PadUcah, Friday.
Johnnie Simmons was a dniner
Baby Nedra Gale Cooper, near August 23. About 12 outsiders and guest of Jesse McClure Monday.
Murray; Mrs. Noel Herndon. near five mothers were with us. We
Johnnie Simmons celebrated his
Almo; Baby Francis Herndon, near were glad to have. theni 'With. us, birthday, August 31, in Murray.
Almo; Mrs. J. D. Wall, Murray: We had no trouble and everyone
Mr. and Mrs. Sip Williams and
Solan Shackleford, Murray; Mrs. had a nice time,
children were the guests of Mr. and
J. LoCulPepper. near Murray; Baby
Students in the seventh- and Mrs. Cleve Lax, Sunday afternoon.
Betty Ann Culpepper. near MurJohn Williams of Detroit 'spent
ray: Abner Galloway, Murray eighth grades have been busy mak- the week-end as the
guests of
ing
English and alt booklets, but
Route 6: A. Polly, Murray; Master
homefolks near New Providence
Joe McPherson, Murray': Charles have them finished now. The fifth and Macedonia.
Milliner, colored. Murray; Mrs. arid sixth grades- are now starting
Hubert Dick, who has been visiton an Indian project for their sand
rman Doran. Murray.
ing friends in Detroit. Mich.. reThose diemissed this week are as table. The fifth, sixth and seventh
turned
tot his home at Macedonia
grades have completed their health
follows:
book - and are new ready to make Saturday.
Murray;
Baby
Sykes,
Mrs. Cleo
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Osbron
their health booklets.
Sykes, Murray; Mrs. Everett Derryand son Bobby D.. were the guests
Honor Roll
berry. Murray: Mrs. R. B. Turner,
Stuednts making the honor roll of Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell
Tupelo, Miss.; Little Joe McPher- for the Month of August are as and children -and Miss Pat Weath-son. Murray; Mrs., Hugh Crooner. follows:
erspoon of Macedonia, Sunday.
,
Murray; Baby Nedra Gae Cooper,
Kentucky Bell was greatly surFirst grade: James Edward Poole,
Murray.
near
prised Friday afternoon.
While
June Shaw. Gene Knight. ,
attired in an old dress and old
Second grade: Giene Coleman.
- EDGE HILL SCHOOL
shoes
and
was way down in the
- Third grade Sue Cohoon,'„Jean
field picking peas and gathering
Lockhart.
We were very glad to have Mr.
Fifth grade: Joan McDaniel, Gene corn for next day's dinner, when
Arnett and Mr. Grogan visit us Williams, Martha Nell Redden.
she heard some one hall to her.
last week and invite them back
Sixth grade: Ruth Lovett. Rob- She hurried to the house and whom
again. We are also expecting Mss ert Moody.
did she meet but Mr. ,and • Mrs.
Virginia 'ream county health music.
Seventh grade: Harold V. Hop- Roman. and sons of Hazel. Yes, I
at our' School Tuesday.
was glad to meet these good folks.
kins. Thelma Fay Cohion.
' Several students have been abEighth grade: Euel Franklin We had a nice -chat and I invited
sent from schol because•of Whoop- Lockhart.
these folks- back to my home again
ing cough- We hope they will soon
There were several of the boys when they could stay longer.
be back in school again.
Miss Annie Willis, Jesse Mcand girls who made all A's and B's
On Wednesday, August 21. after but had Missed"'a
few days of Clure and Hatten Lewit of Maceschool was out, a party was given school, therefore, were not eligible donia spent Sunday as the guests
honoring those -whose birthdays for the honor roll.
We hope they of Mr. and Mrs. Berton Willis of
were in August. We plan to give won't have to
miss school any aria.
a similar party each month
As Kentucky Bell is feeling very
more.
Honor Roll
The boys have been very busy feeble with a deep cold, she must
The honor roll for this month -la white-washing
bid
you farewell this morning.
the trees and•posts
as follows:
-Ky. Belle
on the campus.
Everett.
Sue
grade,
Opal
First
We were very sorry that we
Maretta Dean West. Kenneth Ray could not have
L. H. Sparks. McKee business
our ice cream supKeel, Colleen Swift. •
per but we are going to give a man, is sponsoring the growing of
Second grade, Joan Guthrie, pie supper Saturday
an
acre of corn each by 80 Jacknight. SepMildred Marie Tyler.
tember 7. and everyone is wet. son county 4-H club members.
Third grade, Fay 'Lemons. Sue come,. We
promise you that you
Colley.
will not be disappointed this time.
Fourth grade, Even
Eurall
Our softball -team met the PotTedd.
tertmen ten Friday 'and we won
Fifth grade, Dean Humphries, by a score of
18-13. We are schedMartha Nell Waters,. Virgil- Deen uled. to -play
Vancleave Friday afLassiter.
ternoon.
Seventh grade, Wesley Lemons,
Marguerite Ray, Fay Todd. Kathleen Tyere
By mistake...Kenneth Ray Keel's
name was emitted from the honor
roll last month-By Faye Todd
We wish to extend our heartfelt
d Kathleen Tyler.'
thanks and appreciation to our
many friends and neighbors shown
In. Henry county. many farmers us sinee- the death of our dear
have attended ,three soil conserva- husband, son and brother.
tion movie shorts.
'We,wish to thank the Churchill
Funeral Home. and every one for
the beatuiful flowers. ,
Crawford, Eugene'Smith, Jimmie' May Gods.triehest blessings rest
Don Caldwell and Mary Sue Mill- upon each of you is our prayer.
er all of whdm were former stu-Mrs. William Bryan Lax.
dents of Lynn. Grove High School
Mrs., Minnie Lax, Miss
and alto Jo Ella and Juanita Jones
Clara Lax, Burton Lax,
of Paducah.
;Bond Lax.

requirement that municipal
Georgia Court Sets state
ordinances be "reasonable:" ite„vioAside Columbus 'heed the uniformity clause of the
constitution; it lack the' au'Chain Store Levy state
thority to tax "a mere incident" of
it lacked power to
COLUMBUS, Ga., Aug. 30--A ai business, and
businesses
Georgia Superior Court this week classify for taxation
the state.
operated
outside
joined the growing list of high
High court decisions generally
courts that have killed taxes penhave shown no sympathy for the
alizing chain stores.
Superior Court
Judge ee
.W. E. discriminatory chain store taxes.
Thomas of Valdosta granted'a per- In addition to the two reversals
Columbus, a
manent interlocutory injunction of such legislation in
against the collection at the Co- municipal tax on chain stores in
was
set
aside last
Ga.,
Augusta,
lumbus special chain store license
Pennsyltax. The tax called for a sliding year, and state laws in
scale from LIS to $400 per store. vania and Kentucky were also set
dension.
depending upon the number of aside by judicial
The trend against this sort of
units in a chain, and was in the
nature of a moderation of a tax taxation has been marked during
imposing an assessment of $1.200 the past two years in the legislaper store that had been invali- tures as wet las the courts.
dated. last year by the Georgia Although 32 Mate assettibtles -considered more than 100 anti-chain
Supreme Court.
new
The decision followed action store bills in 1939, not one
brought against the City Commis- measure of this kind was passed.
sioners by the Great Atlantic and
Pactfic Tea Company.
Sheep production has increased
Judge Thomas held that the city 30 per cent in Hickman county
could not collect the tax for four during the past five years, rereasons: It failed to recognize the ports the county agent.
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Clinic Hospital Notes I

(Meaning:
May I have another glass of
SUNBURST Milk, Mummy?)
Baby probably believes in the slogan, "It's
not good for you unless you like it" . . . and how
babies love SUNBURSP. They seem to realize the
importance ,of proper diet in building sound teeth
and bones.

Hazel

On T
the fac
enjoyed
Speci4
Mrs. JIr
ford Ai

•
Not only children, but GROWN-UPS
too, should drink plenty of energy
food that's SO GOOD.. .
•
Drink SUNBURST for Health
•

Phone 191
•

Murray Milk Products
COMPANY

Card of Thanks

KY STATE
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BRING IN YOUR OLD TIRES TODAY! IF
THEY'RE GOOD ENOUGH TO DRIVE IN
ON THEY'RE WORTH MONEY TO US!

WANTED: Weak, Tired, Ailing,
Run Down Men and Women To Try

Don't miss this,golden opportunity!'See bow much actual
cash your old tire's will sase you on theesurchase ef any new
U. S. Tire in:our Store. It's the opportunity you've been
waiting for to equip your car with the extra blowout and
.skid pretectieo of longer wearing I'. S. Tires.

The NEW and

A sensational. lituillumhaufe .howl One fun
cdterncon of holloiriving. bend-on collisions.
end-overomel smash-ups auntie. through
blaring !bewails. featuring famous dm.-devil
drivers! Don't stlas III Sunday. Sept. B.

IMPROVED SARGON

JUST
ARRIVED
OF WOR10-iAMOUS

Rip-Roaring RODEO

One of the highlights
of the Johnny /. lows
Expo•Ifion on th•
Super-Midway! Fancy
diving—water hellish,
—thrilling acts. See it!

A Good General Tonic With Iron and-Vitamin B-I

BIG SHIPMENT

is,
f.c1 .:-kly. -nf.t.of
and
cludinc ennper Fulrhote, is the etilmine.
liaitriergy beestise poor hlood i,sle.
kion of many seem intennive research'
ardent in -hemoglobin Or red rolbrina
toad study , And no.,off nrs in-arl,meneral
ft sao. take the Nev, liny....ved
matter
'hurtle in one of it. mot effertfve
SARGON_tagas, It may, be JUFt exactly.'
what Teta need to intrease the- iron rowtent in 'your blond cella end improve the
reneial tone of your system. Don't deSARGON may Is tot's free. to
lay—for ,where there In 11, deficiency of
'1.011 up nricht
nhori.n the nidel de ft.,
herncslohin you are blood poor end offer
of
thtn, runoloo.., ri-lciy people . . . to
little resistance tn rnore eerlaue ailment*. • incr
ease the heovinhin
m
of the blood . • ..,
'
t', re-inv igorate the body . . to give
you noire embi•Ool for thr *day's work
And
the comfits.. enjoyment of life.
SARGON keg •1.4 1..,•ina ,.n.
-like tart*.
The. NeW, IlnprOVIld SArt(.(IN,
with
It. IRON fortified with. Crystal.re Via-f.' le einaily shimitool 'end f dic:e.t in notion.
Guard Yost lirlth. If You Need a
AMIN 11.1, the, antioieurifir N thmin.
reale. Take SA Rid tN.
Cod other Weil-known ' ifilfroden ts in-

A rip-roaring show U there *wee was
ono! Fcmious cowboys and rxifr•
ghis'fa dazing hints ol riding. ropEny.
racinS, etc I More than 250 hand of
wild horses steers Indialcl Empty
nits Sept. lf to lit two chernooria.
Sa2t. 3 cr-i

Take SARGON At Our Risk

Prise animals from mnmy •tates
competing tor coveted blue ribbons and cssh awards, Also see
what's 110W l.farm equipm•nt, as
well as scoriae of lama •ritibial

ow SARGON Rel
hieves

Save at this
Sipe ofSafer

SMOOTH TIRES ARE DANGEROUS! LET US SAFETY-GHECN YOUR TIRES TODAY!

Porter Motor Co.
West Maple Street

Phone 97
-
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-g7.

Dale & Stubblefield Drug Co.
r
Coupon is worth _
bottle of
.
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HARNESS RACES

Dancing Nightly!
TED

FIO RITO-CARL "Deacon" MOORE
-DON BIZTOR

Korn.

r/
3
4
.

First time at the State Fair I
Soo the nation's fastest
trotiers and pacers. Including "Greyhound.secold's champion *Muni
Four days. Sept 10 lo 13.

Sea'
-flus Qom Peter.' cheat
"death as he dive. Into mace.
with a hangrnan's nocon remand
hi. neck! It'll make your bloc,1
run cold! Every afternoon ma
evindr -,i--Sept 11- 1 4.

Nation's Greatest Horso Show-Fireworks displcrys-Doq Shove- Flower
ShoveeFollies of 1940-Farrurworth
litrision Show-4-H Club and Future
r"' Television
Farmer Shows-Baby Heanh ContestWomen's Features-and Morel
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HAZEL NEWS1
W. A. Harmon, 76
W. A. Harmon, 76, died suddenly at the home of his son David
Harmon, 3 miles east of Hazel,
Monday afternoon of heart failure.
He is survived by his widow Mrs.
Aria Harmon: four sons, Talbert,
Logan, Oakley and David Harmon, of the county; two daughters, Mrs. Jeff Styles of Detroit,
Mich.,' and Mrs. Eunice Cooper of
Hazel and several grandchildren
and one sister Mrs. Minnie Younger of Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services were conducted
at Green Plains Church of Christ
ednesday afternoon at two o'clock
Elders Edward Curd and
Charley Taylor in charge. Burial
was in the Hazel Cemetery.
Mr .Harmon was a devoted member of the Church of Christ, was
noted for his integrity and upright
Christian character. He had formerly lived in Hazel for a number
of years, leaving here 4ast October
because of failing health.

Stith

Carrnon Parks and Buster Paschall

up her teaching.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Whitnell of
Jackson, Miss., are here visiting
Mrs. Nola Whitnell of this city.
W. L. Jones of Little Rock, Ark.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Denham over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Clanton, W.
D. Kelly, Mrs. Digs Kelly Freeman and sons George and Jimmie,
spent Sunday at Reelfoot Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Howard of
Owensboro, Ky., were visitors at
the Hazel High aghool Monday.
Mrs. Sallie St. John, of Murray spent Sunday with her sisterin-law Mrs. Lucy Gibbons and Mr.
Gibbons.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Smith of
James M. Overcast spent a few
days last week visiting relatives Paris were in Hazel Saturday to
visit
Mr. and Mrs. A. Wilson.
and friends in Paducah and EdMrs. Coleman Hurt, who was ill
dyville.
s Mrs. Ethel Fondow, Paducah, Sunday, is up again. was the guest of Miss Ruby BlakThe revival meeting at the Hazel
ley recently.
Methodist Church is in progress
Perry Stubblefield is on the sick this week with large crowds atlist this week at his home in east tending and sparndid preaching is
Hazel.
being done by the pastor, Rev.
Mrs. J. R. Miller was in Murray K. G. Dunn.
on business Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs_ H. I. Neely, Miss
Tom Turnbow was in Memphis, Eva Perry and James Marshall
Tenn., a few days last week as the Overcast spent a few days the
guests of friends and relatives.
first part of the week at Shiloh
Miss Ann Herron and Miss Lau- Park.
rine Curd left for Illinois recently
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Brandon and
where they will teach this year. son Max, Mr. and Mrs, Oscar
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Stubblefield eTurnbow and son 0. B. Jr., were
and family of Paducah were in visitors in Paducah Monday.
Hazel over the Week-end visiting
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Kamm and
their parents Mr. and Mrs. Perry little son of Troy, Ill., were the
Stubblefield and their brothers the week-end guests in the home of
Craig boys.
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herroe and
Mrs. Edd
Miller was a Paris daughter Miss Ann Herron. Miss
business visitor Tuesday.
Herron accompanied them home
Mrs. J. D.• Wiseman of Cairo where she will teach at that place.
was the guest of her sister Mrs. J.
Galon Hurt, who is working in
T. White last week.
Paducah, visited his family SunMrs. Modena Hackett of Padu- day and Monday.
cah visited Miss Ruby Blakley
rs. 0. L. Peeler and daughlast week.
ters who have been visiting in the
Mr. and Mrs. Hatton Stevens home of her father, Mr. Neely and
of Watertown, Tenn., visited in family • the past week, returned to
the home of Mrs. J. D. McLeod their home in Nashville, Saturday
and daughter
Miss May Nelle, afternoon.
Sunday. Mrs. McLeod accompaMr. and Mrs. Jeff SO)414 of Denied Mr. and Mrs. Stevens home troit, Mich., were called to Hazel
for a short visit with them.
Tuesday because of the death of
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Caldwell their father, Mr. Harmon.
and children of Murray spent the
Miss Julia Latimer left last
week-end in Hazel as the guests Sunday for Detroit to spend two
of Mrs. Grace C. Wilson and weeks
and
relatives
visiting
family.
firends.
Mrs. Sheila Bray Petty of Paris
Mrs. Audie Wilson and children
was in Hazel recently to visit her of the Oak
community
Grove
mother, Mrs. Frank Bray who is visited in the Cole home Saturday.
confined to her rootn with illness.
Miller of
Parker
James
Elder
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Farless of this place is conducting a regval
St. Louis were in Hazel over the meeting at the Church of Christ
week-end to visit Mrs. Furless' at Pilot Oak in Graves county
parents Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Oliver. this week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dick and
Mrs. John Taylor and son and
are in Dawson daughter of Houston, Tex.. were
Earl Littleton
Springs for a 10-day vacation and visitors in the home of me and
rest.
Mrs. J. R. Miller one day last
Miss Elizabeth Jones has gone to week.
Decatur, Ala., where she will take

f

Mr. Rains is Honored
On Thursday
evening, August
28, the Senior class of Hazel High
Sahool gave a lovely lawn party,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Otho
Farris, in honor of their class sopnsor Mr. Lowery Rains.
The lawn was beautifully decorated with cut flowers, ferns,
arid soft shaded lights. The class
colors, blue and gold, were used
in many novel ways. The central
decoration was a gorgeous bouquet
of marigolds and a beautiful blue
vase.
Miss Sadie Nell Farris greeted
the guests and Miss Mildred Clayton and Miss Lucille Wynn presided at the punch bowl.
Many interesting contests and
games were enjoyed.
The class was truly in a holiday
mood and the spirit of merriment
ran high. The president of the
class, Johnnie Owen, gave a short
talk. Mr. Rains greeted the class
"and Mrs. Rains gave a humorous
reading.
Miss Mildred Clayton
presented to Mr. Rains in the name
of the senior class a handsome
gift.
Iced melon was served and each
guest was. given a blue and gold
boutonniere.
Hazel Faculty Enjoys Fish Fry
On Tuesday evening. August 26,
the faculty of Hazel High school
enjoyed a fish fry at Pine BUY.
Special guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Hart. Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Arnett, Mr. Will Jones, Mrs.

State Factbook to
Be Published Soon

You Can Be Sure
THERE'S NO GUESSING
If You Place Your

Automobile, Fire and Casualty
Insurance
A

with an experienced, established agency
representing the -Old and Tried- stock
insurance companies.

MEM

It is Not Only More Pleasant But Much
Cheaper in the Long Run

•

Frazee & Melugin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Phone 331
Fire

":

Casualty

:

Gatlin Bldg.
Bonding

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

Plans far the publication of a
State Factbook—an encyclopedia of
useful information about the State
—was announced today by Dr. U.
R. Bell. supervisor of the WPA
Writers Project.
A staff of eight persons already
has been assigned to gather the
basic materials needed. The book
wilr contain a detailed historical
chronology; summaries of the functions of State and Federal agencies
operating within the state; lists
of all incorporated communities.
in condensed data, the geography,
population, transportation facilities, industries and goverffmental organization of each; brief biographies of governors and other
women,
men and
distinguished
lists ot museums, universities and
other centers of cultural activity,
together with an immense amount
of other data for ready reference.
The Factbook will be produced
in the same manner as other publications of the WPA Writers Project, with all labor in the preparation of the manuscript provided
by workers from WPA rolls and
with non-labor costs borne by loActual
cal sponsoring bodies.
publication of the Factbook will
be in the hands of the sponsors.
PIE

SUPPER

There will be a - pie supper at
New Providence School house Saturday night, September 14.

IT'S HERE...

Blondie wants a maid, and she's talked Dagwood into promising
to ask for a raise. Which should explain the worried expression on
the part of Arthur Lake, again seen as Base ood Bumstead, and the
more cheerful expression of Penny Singleton, Ricrisdie, in Columbta's
new comedy, "'Moodie Has Servant ?rouble," Tuesday and Wednesday
at the Varsity Theatre.

Mr. and Mrs. Joel Cochran and
Miss Ruth were in the home of
Mr. 3nd Mrs. Arthur Zee, near
Mayfield. last day of August 1940,
all day til after supper. Then -we
all landed back to Ole Eagle's
home from Mayfield. Thas all!
Just across the highway from the
Zee home Mr. Tobe Hughes lay at
the point of death (unconscious)
in the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Flora Dick and her husband Carl
Dick. Tobe's sisters, Mrs. Nannie
Pullen fo Coldwater and Mrs.
Mattie Waldrop of Murray, were
at his bedside. Mr. Hughes was
91 years of: age last May 6th. His
daughters, ' Mrs. Ella -Jones of
Linn trove, Mrs. Flora Dick, and
sons. Kay and Wilson Hughes of
Mayfield and many other relatives
had been called in. While there
I saw Epp and Abb Hughes, sons
of Frank Hughes (deceased) of
Dallas, Teas Dick Hughes and Jim,
the Mayfield police chief and patrolman, were there.
"Tobe" and his brothers and
sisters and Prank and J. Rufe
Wrather, myself and many others
attended the same school in the
Coldwater district in about 1871.
'72 and '73. I graduated (??) in
'77.
Arthur Zee, mechanic, carpenter,
exhibited his skill to me of a
modern dairy barn which he had
just built for Chester Byrns on the
Fulton highway one mile west of
Mayfield. The barn was 80 by
40 feet with concrete foundation
and floor: water and pump fixtures. Milk cows i251 Put there
heads in the automatic feed trough
and a trigger concern goes shut
and the 'gals' are milked. The
stalls and floors are washed and
swept out daily. The milk is put
into a cooling vat. The building
( I should say parlor) is worth a
$1.000. While our 1?) cow stables
sometime stink like a tan yard.
Mrs. Grey R. Story and aim
Johnny of Detroit. Mrs. Homer G.
Radford, Berea, Ky., Dan Henry
of 'Fulton who had been seeing
friends and "kin" in Calloway,
motored back from Stella to their
now faraway city home, last week
with Johnny at the steering wheel.
Fine folks, they are.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hughes,
son and daughter-in-law, en route
from
Mayfield, called on "Ole
Eagle"
last Sunday
afternoon.
Robert has been unable, because
of impaired health, to "go places"
for the past three years. I enjoyed the "call" very much.
Well, this is September 2, Labor
Day(?) No mails ho nothin' Yes
and 5 Sundays ansl Friday thirteenth in "Septober'S I've a notion to climb a saplie and bend-er
down. Just imagine "Ole'. Eagle"
at the top of a sycamore saplin?
White folks Bishop was a Dimercrat til he got to monkeying
around with pubilcans and sinners,
now the Dimererafs have dealed up
the jack of clubs for a trump—
fly-by-night!—"Ole Eagle".

FROZEN CHOCOLATE COATED- BAR

Seven boys in the agricultural
department are planning to purregistered
Jersey
cattle
chase
within the next week. These new
during
those
purchased
ones with
the past two years make a marked
improvement in the cattle in the
FFA program.
According to Mr. Walston a dairy
cattle judging team will be selected from the following boys trying out: Charles Marine, Rob Marine, Edwin Greenfield, Gene Potts,
Ted Potts, Lester Pogue, Jimmie
Jones, Wade Pool, Leon Jones and
James E. Cochran. The team selected will attend the state fair to
be 'held in Louisville.
The seniors have ordered their
rings which they expect to receive
in five weeks. Members of the
class recently met and selected
the following class officers: James
Washer, president; Doris Ezell,
vice-president; Sue Adams, secretary; Ann Barber, treasurer; Fred
Broach, reporter and the following program committee: Vernon
Riley, Rachel Morgan and Neva
Sanders.
Fridays September 6, the boys
and girls' softball teams will meet
the Concord squads at the Concord
diamond.

Gordon Ridge News
Little Bobby Burkeen is on the
sick list.
R. C., Jones is suffering with a
throat ailment.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Coursey of
Paducah. Carl Harris of Chicago,
were Saturday night and Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edison Harris of Dewier Route 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Mitts and
daughter of Paducah were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith
Sunday.
Mrs. J. C Culver is in Paducah
at the bedside of her father, Tom
McCuiston, who is very ill.
Mack Edwards, of near Benton,
will move to our neighborhood in
the residence vacated by Mr. and
Mrs. E. G. Chapman.
Mr. and Mrs. Lelon Duncan,
and Mrs.and Mrs. Clyde Schroader
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Schroeder of Dexter Saturday night
and Sunday.
I read in last week's paper about
Cleve Lax's
large tobacco leaf.
Pop Eye can tell you about one
larger than that one. Edison Harris has a plant of tobacco which
leaves measured 42 inches long and
22Ss wide! Beat this. Eagle! We
have some fine tobacco in this
neighborhood.
Charles, James R. and Alfred
Steele were dinner guests of MrS
and Mrs. Edison Harris Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Steele were
Sunday afternoon -callers of Mr:
and Mrs. Robert Jones near Brooks
Chapel.
Mr. and Mrs. Orby Culver and
Junior. Doris and Nets Lue Culver were dinner guests of -Mr.
and Mrs. I. Culver Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Biffle were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Jones ,Sunday.
Mr. .artd Mrs. Tommy Burkeen
visited Mr. and Mrs. 0. Schroeder
Sunclay.—"Pop Eye"

Hello, readers! Here's a hearty
wish to each one that you may
have happiness and good health.
Very glad to report the two
small daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
Adolphus Lassiter are quite improved since my last news column
was read week before last. Bettie
Janes was able to start to school
this morning while Linda Lou visited her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Norton Foster.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Smotherman visited Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Smotherman Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Byars were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hardin
Chester Sunday.
We hope Miss Laurine Paschall,
who has been ill for several days,
is much improved at this writing.
Gerald Paschall spent a few days
last week as the guest of his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Arlin
Paschall. Did you have a good
time, Gearld?
Oat Paschall and Ben Byars
visited Claud Orr Sunday afternoon. Mr. Orr has been ill' for
quite a while.
Mr. and Mrs. Pleas Wicker and
children Ola and Ancil were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker Sunday.
Afternoon
-guests were Mr. and Mrs. Monnie Wicker and son Franklin,
Mary
Catherine Morris, J. P.
Wicker, Inez Byars and Ancil
Wicker,
Curlie Holley, 0. T. Paschall,
and Hollin Jones cut a large quantity of fine quality tobacco last
week.
Mrs. Othel Paschall . and Mrs.
Ben Byars assisted Mrs. 0. T. Paschall in canning peas Saturday.
Jimmie Jones must have been
the first one around here to cut
tobacco as I could see blue smoke
curling from the barn top from
our back yard this (Monday)
morning.
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Norton Foster Sunday were
Erwin Miller and daughters. of
Locust Grove, Mr. and Mrs.. Zelner Farris and daughter of the
Green Plain community. Mr. and
Mrs. August Wilson of Paris, Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Foster and sons,'
Jimmie and John Edd. and Mr
and Mra Collins Key and daughter

Sunday afternoon.
They were Your daily chance dies with the
very much delighted over playing
gong.
catch with Mrs. Eunice Key, Calvin's mother, playing with them.
Mrs. One Key spent the day
with Mrs. D. B. Byars and Inez
"Tomorrow is a promised land,
Thursday. She asistsed in canUpon whose shore you'll never ning apples.
stand.
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
Time, master of the years, will die Mrs. Hanzy Paschall and Mr. and
Before tomorrow's reached; so try Mrs. Dencil Paschall Sunday were
The utmost now—this is the day, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Jones and
Do what you can, while yet you children, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Caramay.
way, and! Mr. and Mrs. Glen E.
Decide your course, and then pro- Paschall and son Thomas Edwin.
ceed;
Mrs. Dick Jones visited Mr. and
Postponement is the weakling's Mrs. Commodore Jones and chilcreed.
dren Sunday.
Delay will not reduce the debt
Mrs. Reed Wilson returned to her
You owe yourself, it must be.met; home in Detroit Sunday, after
Else other men will seige your spending several weeks here in
share
the interest of the beautiful dwellAnd destiny will put you where ing being erected on their farm
The spendthrifts
of
the clock which is occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
belong
'Hollin Jones.—Golden Lock.
4
.

Holley
Mr. and
Mrs. Curlie
were at home to a large number of
friends over the week-end. Mr.
Holley didn't care so much as he
had a lot of that fine tobacco cut
and housed. Among those present
were Mr. and Mrs. B. pierce, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Hudson, Mr. and
Mrs. Sid Roads, Miss Sudie Roads,
and Hubert Roads.
Mrs. Gleaner Byars and daughter Inez were very much pleased
with their little guest, Master
Wallace Paschall one afternoon
last week while his mother visited
her nephew, Ted Nance'. who is
very ill. We are wishing Ted a
speedy recovery.
Misses Mary Catherine Morris
and Inez Byars enjoyed a short
but pleasant talk with Misses
Pope and' Harriette Erwin Sunday
afternoon at. the home of the
Misses Erwin.
Franklin Wicker took up his
school work in Puryear
High
School last week.
Joe T. Foster visited Calvin Key
•

THE BEST TRADITIONS Or
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME

When you treat your family or friends to GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM
they know that, they are getting the best. GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM is made
in such a wide variety of delicious flavors that you are always certain of pleasing the most particular.
Your local dealer will be happy to have you as one of his regular customers. GOLD'BLOOM ICE CREAM is sold all over Western Kentucky.

are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

And Everywhere You Go
Call for GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM

There's something about GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM that makes your
fountain drinks taste so much better. Call for GOLDBLOOM at Your Favorite
Drug Store Soda Fountain. You will like it. It's reasonably priced, too.
Manufactured by

MEET •

and Sell 4,000 Calloway Families Every
Week in
THE LEDGER & TIMES
The-wi_clest. coverage on Advertising. .
the witlest coverage on News.
DISTINCTIVE PRINTING
Envelopes
Circulars
Letterheads
Handbills
Cards
Programs
Announcements
Tickets
Use Our Post Office Mailing Permit

•

LEDGER & TIMES
Kentucky's Greatest Weekly Newspaper

GIANT pRi
CARS
ON
USED

BULLS EYE

BARGAINS
Nor
These are Special Prices that Make Our Used Cars Unusual Values for the Figures Quoted.
One 1937 Plymouth Coach,
in good condition

•

AT FOUNTAINS

One 1936 Chevrolet Sedan,
in good condition

One 1932
Ford Coach

One 1933
Ford Coach

$285.'

One 1936
Plymouth Coupe

$235.00

One 1930 Chevrolet Tudor Coach,
clean, sturdy, an extra value $85.00
at the price

'90 w

One 1935 Ford Pickup, in $187.50
perfect condition

$67"

One 1928 Chevrolet
and looks
good ..

'195'

Tudor,

runs

$21.95

Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates

TY

Write'TURNER MILAM, Manger
for Reservations

4I
INCORPOIRATC.D.
Paducah

Kirksey High School
News

Stella Gossip

Charles Caldwell of Boyle county tried using vitamin .B 1 tablets
in the water when setting tobacco,
thinking it might stimulate growth,
vigor and resistance to disease. Tobacco se) treated was 8 to 10 inches
higher than untreated tobacco sat
blooming time.

Plsi,

Around Paschall
School

TWO WORRIED PEOPLE

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Smith and
little daughter Rachel, Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Allison have returned
to their home in Avon Park, Fla.,
after a few weeks' visit with their
relatives and friends in Kentucky
and Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs.
Smith and
daughter were the
guests of their aunt Miss Ethel Paschall in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
R. W. Chrisman.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Bachman of
Chicago. Ill., were in Hazel last
week as the guests of Mrs. Bachman's sisters, Miss Jackie Moore
and Mrs. Coil Overcast and Mr.
Overcast,
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school
i blue-green). In
the Ecldyville penitentiary long grandchildren, lived for his family 3 or 4 rooms, electric stove and paint
enough to look up at the grim and loved his home.
refrigerator, hot water, about 100 need cash. Give-away bargain.
Prentice
Dotiglas. lc
walls and pity those who Were
Besides his immediate family, yards of College Campus. Phone $65.00 See
brother. Homer 276. Mrs. J. G. Glasgow.
lucked in and barred from such he
leaves one
tic
NOTICE-A Colt Show will be
enjoyable outings as ours_
Friday, September
Adams of Paducah and a host of
held at the farm of Jesse and
Some of the greatest crowds ever relatives and friends to mourn his WHILE THEY LAST only 50 more
The Wear-Helm class of the
copies of the History of Callo- Virgil Gibbs. on the Coldwater
First Christian church will meet in Concord have been attending going away.
way County are left. For a limit- Road. October 5, with $30.00 in
at 7:30 p. m. at the home uf Mrs. the revival at the Concord Church
S5-19p
ed time only, you may purchase prizes being awarded.
of Christ. Rev. Douthitt the minJ. R. Oury.
the only printed record of this
ister, was invited to preside in
Saturday, September 7
county's history, including near- FOR RENT-Furnished apartment.
Miss Leah Williamson will be Chapel at the New Concord audily 100 photographs of men and Newly papered and painted. 315
hostess to the Children of the. Con- torium Wednesday morning.
women famous In the growth of North 4th St. Call after 5 p. m.
fecleracy at two-thirty o'clock at
The rm.., lias also been In proThe senior class of Hazel high Calloway County for only 50c. J. R. Oury.
lc
Methodist school met Tuesday, August 27, Come in or send in to the
New Hope
her home on North Seventh St.
gress at
Ledpasformer
beloved
a
with
Church
for the purpose of electing class ger & Times office and get your FOR SALE-One oil-burning cirMonday, September 9
The Milne Bell Hayes Circle tor, L. L. Junes assisting Rev, Lax officers fur this school year.
copy now before it is too late. tic culating heater, in good condition,
bound
spell
listened
have
Crowds
supper
the
at
picnic
a
will have
used only one season. Original
Officers elected are as follows:
Members to the wonderful sermons of this president, Johney Owens; vice- APARTMENT For RENT-3 rooms coat $85.00, will sell at sacriLuther Jackson farm.
are requested to meet at the Meth- well known and greatly admired president, Carlos Steele; secretary, and bath. Available September fice price. Equipped with fan.
odist church at 5:30 p. m. In ease man.
famous
Duo-Therm
Ruth Clayton; treasurer, Gerthal 1. Also GARAGE APT, 3 rooths It is the
Mr. and Mrs. "Monkey" Stub- Armstrong; erporter, Calvin West; and bath, available now. John brand. See Crit Smith at Murof rain the supper will be held at
Allbritten.
Mavis
Mrs.
blefield,
G.
Ryan.
tfc
the church.
1
ray Milling Co.
watchdog, Herman Ellis.
Mr. and Mrs.. Pete eWisehart and
Tuesday. September 11____
Mr. I ,Miss Sadie Nelr Farris entertain- FOR RENT- Small f urpished
of
gbests
dinner
were
ion
The Missionary Society of the
and Mrs. Rainey Lovins Sunday. ed the Senior class with a party apartment on 2nd floor. 505 PopFirst Christian Church will meet
, lar.
Phone 315.
Mrs.. Mayme
Mrs. Virgie Lovins spent Sun- at her home in Hazel. Thursday
home
the
at
o'clock
two-thirty
at
lc
day with Mrs. Porter McCuiston night. The guests were greeted Randolph.
24-PHONES-25
of Miss Emma Helm with Mrs.
by the hostess and Mildred ClayMrs. Emma Nance.
Foreman Graham and Mrs. B. B. and
ton,
Wynns
at
Lucille
presided
FOR RENT-Two or three riaom
to turn into a
about
is
This
10e
Package Prunes
Libby's
Wear as co-hostesses.
apartment. Also bedrooms. Moddiary . as I have kept it since the punch bowl.
10c
Raisins
Package
with
decorated
was
lawn
The
ern
conveniences.
Close
in.
Call
been
now
Have
a week ago.
Tuesday afternoon bridge club
Sc Packages Peaches and
back home and found hay cutting, blue and gold flowers. Those win- 113. 601 Main St.
iSo
will meet with Mrs. Rue Beale,
Apricots
corn canning and visiting in pro- ning prizes in the games and conWednesday, September 11
Armstrong. FOR SALE-A Royal typewriter 10 the. Cloth bag Godchaux
were Gerthal
tests
--gress. „,
Miss Emily Wear will open her
Lowery
Mr.
and
Steele,
Carlos
a
in
late
model in excellent con50e
Sugar
R. B. 'Kirk.; had come home on
home for the regular meeting of a visit with the honor of having I Rains.
dition. A bargain at the price 10 lbs. Paper Sugar
_ 47c
Ice cold watermelons were serv- we wish. You may see it at the
the Arts and Crafts Club at 2 30 won a $50 watch for selling more
_ 4c
beans
p. m.
Circuit Clerk's office.
.tfc Nice green
Pratt food in seven weeks than ed later 'in the evening.
2e
Those present were Mary Sue
Nice new cabbage
any of the other 32 salesmen in
The Wednesday afternoon bridge the territory.
Clayton. Olivene Moore, Gerthal FOR SALE-1931 Model A Ford Good cooking apples, gal.
_ 10e
PTA Executive Committee Meets
club will meet at two-thirty o'clock
Robert Spicelend had had his Armatrong, Ruth Clayton, Mildred Nice clean job. Reasonable price. Fancy eating Delicious apples,
The executive committee of the with Mrs. Dewey Nelson at ColWynns, Mary See Joe Parks, South 15th St. lp
Clayton, Lucille
tonails removed.
10c
per dozen
Parent-Teachers' Association met legiate Inn.
had Alice Myers, Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Cathey's family
Lonnie
20c
Tuesday afternoon at the home
Qt. jar Peanut Butter
Raines, Lowry Raines, Jr., Joe Pat FOR
12
September
Thursday.
Murray
to
nearer
be
moved
St
SALE-'29
Chev.
Coupe;
of the president, Mrs. Ray Treon.
50e
Owens, Robert smJoth running; good rubber; re- 24 lbs. good flour
The Murray Woman's Club will Lonnie's work. He is a plumber. Lamb, Johnny
Plans were discussed for the year's
Craig, Thomas Scruggs, James
75c
24 lbs. White Frost Hear
to
regular
plumbing
first
much
the
business
isn't
hold
there
and
Sepon
begin
will
program which
meeting of the year at three o'clock do in Stewart County hills only Hamilton, Thomas Herndon, Cal30c
Omega Flour, 6 lbs.
tember 18.
Freeland,
Sadie
Elwin
West,
vin
55c
Omega Flour, 12 lbs.
The program will follow the at the Woman's Club Community plumbing depths of hollows.
Nell Farris, and Mr. and Mrs. Otho
Members
Street.
fourth
his
Lulus
began
Vine
on
Spiceland
House
theme of the year, -Education and
$1.00
Omega Flour, 24 lbs.
Farris.„
Democracy". as outlined by the are requested to bring a shower school at Blue Spring after a year
Certo, per bottle
25e
house.
the
or
kitchen
the
for
found
school
gift
and
his
of
out,
much
Parents
National Congress of
house improvement is to do over
2 Packages Sure Jell
25e
and Teachers. The program on
The Woodmen Circle will meet again.
60e
Qt. Fruit Jars (plain)
September 18 at the high school
7:30
at
session
p
regular
in
put
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Lovins
.m at
the
auditorium will include the sing89e
Ball Mason
"big pot in the little one" SunWe believe our busiing of patriotic songs, the salute the B and P. W. Club rooms.
Pint Fruit Jars
McMr.
for
Ervan
day
Mrs.
and
ness record is ample
to the flag, general business discus10c
Large Post Toastles
sion, and a short talk on "What Artell Tucker, Mr. Hubert Pit- Cuiston. Mr. and Mrs. Tip and
proof that our charges
Mrs.
Ethel
and
Mrs,
Mr.
Blalock,
2 Packages Kellogg's Pep
25e
Mr.
and
Pitman,
selected
•
by
Democracy?"
Charles
Mr.
man,
Price
are
and
fair
acceptable
E. W. and Will Lovins'
the Charles Scott.
house for
Open
speaker.
1 lb. box of Glencoe Graham
to all Income groups.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lovins, Keys
parents will be held in the home
Crackers
10e
Mr
Keel,
Clayburn
Mrs.
and
Mcrooms, following which an autumn Miss Meluein Compliments
1 lb. sunshine Graham Crackers
perhaps
Otis
and
others.
Cuiston
Visitors
tea will be .given honoring the
For 50 years we have
and Sc Animal Crackers _
20e
expects to move to Murray soon.
teachers and new members.
served this community.
Miss Jane Melugin entertained a
2 cans La- Salle Vienna
Concord school is to give an
The executive committee will small group with a picnic supper
During this time our
Sausage
,15e
meet again on September 16 at at Wells Camp last Friday evening ice cream supper this Saturday
3 C'ans Potted Ham
circle of friends has inlee
three o'clock at the home of Mrs. in honor of her cousins. Misses night so hope to see some of you.
-Chatterbox
Folger's Coffee. 1 lb. tin
creased. Such progress
George Hart
250
Fay and June Wall of Chicago.
can be founded only
White lipase Coffee, ttne for
Supper was cooked in the open,
Make that young stu-'Club Meets With Mrs. Outland
FOR RENT-Unfurnished apartprice
evening was
15e
ind an enjoyable
upon fair dealing and
• • •'
'Wear,
Reubie
to
Apply
ment.
dent proud to trot off Mrs_ Everett Ward Outland was spent.
Sweet potatoes, 1 lb.
3e
satisfactory service.
tf
St.
5th
N.
208
MemThese present were Miss June
to school in smart new hostess Saturday afternoon to
Our neighbors were shocked sevTupelo Honey, best for Invalids,
high
The
'Pay
chit).
Miss
bridge
her
Waggoner.
of
bers
Wall. Ray
eral weeks ago when the word WE SPECIALIZE in Tasty Fancy
half gallon jug
• • 65e
Buster Brown Shoes score
prize was won by Mrs. Wall, Joe Pat Ward, Miss Barbara came that Evert Adams had sudSincerely,
Castes, Pies, Pastries for parties
Gallon Red Vinegar. bulk
15c
that give your child the Gingles Wallis.
Diuguid, Lubie Veale. Jr., and the denly fallen asleep. Not altogether and social functions of every deWhite Vinegar, bulk
20c
foot guidance and pro- The hostess served a party plate hostess.
unexpected since so many times scription. Let us serve you. MurChurchill
J. H.
of the game.
Qt. Jar Marco Mustard
10e
he had so nearly crossed the great ray Baking Co. Phone 79.
tf
tection he needs. Our at the conclusion
• • • • •
Presbyterian Auxiliary Meets
Funeral Home
divide, but God saw fit to call him
VEAL
BEEF
PORK
expert new 6-Point Fit- Entre-Noss Club Meets
hostess
was
Jenkint
Harry
Mrs.
home and relieve him of his earth- FOR RENT-65-acre farm located
CHICKENS and SLICED HAM
ting Plan makes it pos- Wednesday
Tuesday afternoon to the Presby- ly cares and give to him a home a mile and a half South of HarTelephone 7
Auxiliary.
terian
Club
Sewing
ris Grove Good barn, house, and
sible for us to fit chil- The Entre-Nous
Pay in Trade for Eggs--20cts
free from pain.
Murray, Ky.
The subject of study was "India"
the
4ie acre tobacco base; 20
dren of all ages with met Wednesday morning at ClifDeath never seemed' to hold any water.
with Mrs. E. B. Ludwig presentHill, MurDaisy
base.
corn
acre
Red Cross rooms with Mrs.
horrors for him, his only worry
scientific accuracy.
lp
The ing the principal discussion. RouKy., Route 4,
ford Melugin as hostess.
was leaving his wife and children ray,
hours were spent in Red Cross tine business was disposed of fol- and loved ones. Mr. Adams was
Bring your child in work
STREAMLIN= 1939 WRECKER
lowing which a social hour was
born October 22, 1882, soon to have SERVICE. New equipment 24soon for trim. healthful Refreshing drinks were served enjoyed.
Don't continue to drag around South's largest selling Malaria fra
The hostess served a dainty party been 59 years old.
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker and let Malaria sap your energy' palliative. Nash's C & L Tonic
Buster Browns!
by the hostess.
He was happily marired to Miss
members
plate to the eleven
Day
reasonable.
Charges
Service.
without trying to do something
Effie Booker some 37 years old.
Mr. Nash offers you his persopresent.
Stitch And Chatters Meet With
They were the proud parents of 5 phone 87; Night phone 543-W. about it.
nal guarantee when he says, "I
Mrs. Smith
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
in
dying
baby
one
children,
living
If your laziness is caused by don't want one cent of your
Mr!. Robert Smith was hostess Little Visitors Complimented
a fre- and Service.
Malaria, temporary
constipation money if Nash's C & L Tonic fails
Little Misses Mildred and Mar- infancy. Death has been
last Thursday afternoon to the
Their
home.
this
on
visitor
quent
or
associated biliousness, try this to satisfy you. Take the empty
and Chatter Club. The gie Terrell uf Paducah were honor oldest boy, Carlie B., died at the FOR RENT-Furnished apartment, outstanding
Stitch
palliative. Nash's C & bottle bark to your dealer and get
TO
afternoon
Tuesday
on
spent informally guests
afternoon was
age of 12 and their oldest daughL Malaria Chill Tonic and Laxa- your money back."
and delightful refreshments were when Misses Lula Clayton- Beale ter. Katherine. passed away at the
tive.
Nash's C & L Tonic is sold by
and Miss Elizabeth Randolph enserved by the hostess.
children
Many -times these common ail- good drug stores, and featured by
tertained with a picnic in their age of 17. Their living
Only members were present.
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who
Adams
Odell
are
ments cause a lazy, draggy, achy
honor at the home of Mrs. Here
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Shell disfeeling before the classical sympschel Corn. Games were played sponsible position with
Mrs. Mettle Reed h Honored
AdHafford
Paducah;
of
tributors
of Chills an doccasional fetoms
deon the spacious lawn, and a
On Her Fifty-Third Birthday
Krovers appear. If malaria is the
lightful picnic supper was served. ams, who is manager of 2nd
from
periodically
suffer
you
Do
Friends and relatives gathered
Irene
Mrs.
Murray;
cause of your lazy, achy feeling.
Use Nash's C & L Tonic only as
Invited to meet the young hon- ger Store in
at the home of Mrs. Mattie Reed
and headaches, nervousness, irritabil- seek glorious relief with
the directed.
orees were Fidelia Austin, Ann Miller, Mrs. Katie Charlton
Sunday. - September 1. and surpain?
home
at
is
who
Adams
cramp-like
ity,
Dorothy
Farmer, Frances Lee Farmer, Jean
prised her With a birthday dinner.
•MSEM4111MMEMMInk.
If so, here's good news! These •
legg with mother.
Corn. Annette Ward and
She received many nice gifts.
Mr Everet was a devoted hus- may be symptoms of functional
Austin.
were
day
the
Those enjoying
band, a kind father, a good neigh- dyne/nos-rhea due to malnutrition,
Phone 106-W
Mr and Mrs Billie Hutchens and
bor, a man who kept battling along
by CARDUI.
children. Clara and Bobbie, Mr.
never giving up the fight and often helped
CARDUI usually increases appeand Mrs. Porter Hutchens and
striving at all times that he might
daughter. Nadean: Mr. and Mrs.
add to the joy of his wife and tite and the flow of gastric juice;
Joe Winchester. Mr. and Mrs. Jimhe loved and who so aids digestion and helps build up
Am really too busy now to jot children whom
mie Hutchens and daughter. Mary
to him through strength, energy, physical resistmuch news: but habit's were beautiful
Edna, Mr and Mrs_ Joe Grogan. down
L11 health, ance. Resultformanyiskss periodic
continued
of
years
these
it seems I've left off
and
strong,
Mr and Mrs. 011us Wyatt and son.
to see that Mama distress. Or you tray find this also
when I fail entirely to They each tried
something
Leroy; Mr and Mrs_ Howel Hicks
SUGAR, Pure Cane (Colonial or
and Papa weren't in need' of any- helps ease your periodic discomfort:
and sons. Joe and James; Mr. and write.
do for
Godchaux) 100-lb. bag
$4.60
is happening thing that they could
CARDUI a few days before
what
know
Take
Don't
.Mrs. Rupert Pitman aria children.
that them. They were always mindful and during "the time." 50 years of
Stewart County only
Joy, Leroy and Jane; Mr. and Mrs. in
he
that
knowing
SUGAR, Fine Granulated, 10-lb. bag
45c
there Friday, to go see him,
!Cowell Steele and daughter, Betty schools begin' over
wait- use and popularity invite your
home last was at home watching and
confidence in CAI:DIM.
COFFEE,
LUZAINNE
25c
lb
guaranteed
please,
to
!Louise; Mr and Mrs. Wilson Gar- for instead of going
his
idolized
He
them.
for
ing
one of the
rison and children. Glin, J. T. and week-end I went on
life, and just
my
of
picnics
few
Our
COFFEE,
Special,
10c
lb.
.
James. Mrs. Alpha Wyatt Mrs
•
responsiMattie Reid. Miss Mildred Elkins. forgot all about cares and.
Red
CHERRIES,
time.
10c
Pitted,
grand
.
a
can
Mieses Orpha and Geneva Tucker, bilities, and had
Guy LovMiss Mildred Winchester, Miss Vel- Went with Mr! and Mrs.
10c
BLACKBERRIES, No. 2 size can
Mr.
ma Wynn. Miss Neva Wynn, Miss iris.' Mr. and Mrs. Keys Keel.
children
and
Lovins
Otis
Mrs.
and
Ledora Garrison. Miss Marjorie
PEACHES, No. 2 1-2 size can
10c
MeScott, Mr. Cassel Garrison. Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Claybourne
Cuiston to Kuttawa Springs and
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Stokeley's
113c
spent Saturday night under the
FLOUR, "Red Rose," 244. bag
49c
stars except fr a few snatched
winks of sleep under the roof of a
MATCHES, 6 boxes
15c
pavilliop 'which had last been
used for a camp meeting, so still
TAKE ADVANTAGE
YOU
DON'T
WHY
SALT, 3 boxes
10c
had benches which made rattler
OF OUR
us.
17c
CORNFLAKES and BOWL, 2 boxes
Are Successfully Relieved hard beds for
But we slept soundly after a
by Painlem Chiropractic
FRUIT JARS, quarts, dozen
late supper of fish, corn-bread and
59c
coffee. and .woke with a ravenous
JAR TOPS
19c
purchase your requirements at the
appetite for friend chicken, and
plenty of good spring water, Some
following low prices:
JAR
3
RINGS,
dozen
10c
of the crowd remained for the
CHIROPRACTOR
day, but the others returned after
GERBER'S and HEINZ BABY FOODS
Bank of Murray Building going by Kuttawa for Mrs. Ethel
SHORTS, Gray, 100-lb. bag
Blalock who had. spent an enjoyPhone 122
able week with Mrs Flora Bras$
DAIRY FEED, 100-lb. bag
$11.
45
.39
We stopped at
well and daughter

only attendant was James McClain versation and fun, with a short
A new
business session included
of Murray.
Mrs. Churchill wore for het member, Mrs. J. E. Littleton of
wedding a frock of soldier blue Murray, was welcomed into the
crepe with black accessories, and club.
A large membership attended
a corsage of white asters. The
maid of tic nor was also attired in with Miss Flossie Alsmun of Mayontinued from Page Fivel
field, Mr*. Lillie Summers of Miblue with corsage of asters.
kftmediately after the ceremony ami. Fla_. and Mrs. Addle Lee Burber fifteenth, it was revealed this Mr. and Mrs. Churchill left for ton of 'Murray as visitors.
week.
a short trip to St.. Louts following
The public is most cordially in- which they will be at home with Miss Hood GiVes Party
vited as all his many friends and Mrs. C H. Moore at 206 Sixth and
On Birthday
relatives are being urged to pay Poplar Streets:
Miss Martha Bell Hood eelebratMrs, Churchill attended Murray ed her sixteenth birthday with a
homage- to Mr. Holland.
Mr.
which
• • • • •
of
College.
State
party Wednesday evening at the
Churchill is a graduate He holds
and Mrs.
Mies McGeehee And Mr. Churchill -a respensible position with the horne of her parents.-Mr.
Hall Hood.
Are Wed,
"Murray Marble Works.
Games and dancing made pleasThese from Murray who attend- ant diversion during the evening,
A marriage of cordial interest to
refreshments were
a wide circle of friends was that 'f'd the wedding were the groom's and delightful
miss Hood was the remother.
Mrs. Otis'. Churchill. Mr. served
Miss Frances McC;eehee and
IA
Mrs.
Cburchill.
Curd
and
Mrs.
was
cipient of lovely gifts in honor of
which
Churchill
Guthrie
C. K the _occasion
at lour. ailuck AD..she _afternoon-at. _Everett _Jones , and .atrs.
•
Those present included Misses
saumnized • on Friday. August 30. •
• f • 0.
Charlotte Wear. Marjorie Fooshee,
the- home of the bride's mother.
Edna Jeanne Perdue, Paducah,
Mrs W. B. McGeehee of Cayce. B. And P. W. Club Is
Mary Adams Callis, Martha RobThe Rev. John - Porter of ; Entertained
Kty
Hickman read the double ring
Miss Effie Watson, Mn, Hum- ertson, Josephine Broach. Emma
the
of
presence
Gibson. Nancy Whitnell, FranSue
the
in
ceremony
phreys Key. Mrs. Glen Coy. Mrs.
immediate families and a few close Demus Futrell and
Mrs. Nell ces Sledd. Elizabeth Rhea Finney,
Garden flowers were Thompecin Miller were hostesses Barbara Diugiud, Louise Putnam
friends.
-used in profusion thrtfughout the Thursday evening. August 29, when -and Richard GhoLson, W. D. Adrooms and made a lovely betting thew entertained the Business and, ams, Wade Graham, Solon Hale,
for the event.
Professional it'enien's Club with a "1lliath-Verdue. Pat Gingles. Buist
Ann Scutt, Dan Hutson. Gene Graham,
at Peggy
The bride was' attended by her, picnic supper
Charles Callis, Wells Lovett, Oh, sister. Miss Marjorie McGeehee. as Sprints.
The hours were spent in eon- ver Hood, and Miss Hood,
maid of honor, and Mr. Churchill's
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Social Calendar

Hazel Ffigh Senior
Class News

Swarin's Grocery

I

The Record
is Proof..
Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

CIASSIMIEM

1

•

Obituary

PEP UP LAZYBONES!

por
F Women
"Build-U"

$350

Helps Avoid Distress

ADAMS

BROWN01
"SHOE STORE
West Side Square

Murray Food Market

Across the River

ts071144.

Phone 12

COST LESS NOW

10c
LIVER, lb.
10c
; BRAINS, lb.
11c
RIB ROAST, lb.
2c
1
10c - 12/
MUTTON,lb.
2c
1
7/
LARD, lb.
6c
SALT BUTTS, lb.
15c
lb.
CHUCK ROAST,
25c
SAUSAGE,2 lbs.
25c
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
8c
BACON BUTTS, lb.
11c
VEAL STEW, lb.
18c
GOOD SLICED BACON, lb.
25c
FRESH 'UDE PORK, 2 lbs.
DRESSED HENS and FRYERS

5.

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs, Hides, Scrap Iron
and Rags.

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET
Phone 214

Free Delivery

1,4•444440i-..

...

Prompt Delivery

Low Gasoline Prins
MIGHT

• Rheumatism
• Sinuses

DR. W. F. BAKER I

NOT ALWAYS BE WITH US

EXTREMELY LOW PRICES
awl

Cities Service Regular Gasoline . . .#15c
Cities Service Motor Gasoline . .

No Wonder rin. Smilin'
After eating at Rudy's
you've something
to
smile about. %4 it h our
food at such reasonable
prices.

Try Our,
...
• PLATES
• DINNERS
Or Our
•

SIZZLING
STEAK
DINNERS

132c

JOIN THE THRONG OF CITIES SERVICE ACME TIRE USERS!

CRUSHED CORN, 100-lb. bag
VINEGAR, bulk, 2 gallons for
ONIONS, 10-lb. bag
TOILET TISSUE, Fort Howard, roll

You, too, will be pleased with the service
ACME TIRES will give you.

CRACKERS, 2-lb. box
PEANUT BUTTER, quart

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT!
FOR BIG VALUES COME TO THE

4414.4014.46.14.

a
•

e

ee
t

Sc
13c
20c
10c
10c
. 21c
15c and 25c

VISIT OUR MEAT DEPARTMENT

Red & White Service Station
Intersection Hazel-Concord Highway

Air-Conditioned Restaurant

MUSTARD, quart
SALAD DRESSING, quart
BLEACH, No. 33, quart bottle
PUREX or CHLOROX

$1.75
25c
23c

TELEFII.PNE,
533.

K. C. and Local Meats, Lunch Meats, Dressed
Fryers
HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID FOR EGGS
Bring Us Your Eggs

7

